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Posthumous Life launches critical life studies: a mode of inquiry that neither endorses nor
dismisses a wave of recent "turns" toward life, matter, vitality, inhumanity, animality, and the real.
Questioning the nature and limits of life in the natural sciences, the essays in this volume
examine the boundaries and significance of the human and the humanities in the wake of
various redefinitions of what counts as life. They explore the possibility of theorizing life without
assuming it to be either a simple substrate or an always-mediated effect of culture and
difference. Posthumous Life provides new ways of thinking about animals, plants, humans,
difference, sexuality, race, gender, identity, the earth, and the future.
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POSTHUMANCLAIRE COLEBROOK AND JAMI WEINSTEINThere is a very real sense in
which the posthuman should be the last question we pose for our times—a postscript to the
story of the human. Given that the human species is now beginning to change the scale of
thinking by reference to a framework of deep geological time—to a time and place before human
beings existed and began to scar the earth permanently—and, for the first time in its brief
history, starting to imagine a future in which it ceases to exist, we must wonder: What questions
would a being who arrives after humans have wanted us to pose? Is it not the height of hubris,
myopia, narcissism, megalomania, and denial to talk about the various senses in which the
human has been surpassed (whether by way of the end of human exceptionalism or by
enhancing and exceeding the limits of human life) precisely when humans have been given
various prognoses regarding the sixth great extinction, the end of the human species, or at the
very least the end of liberal personhood and “man’s” current age of affluence and favorable
conditions (Mulgan 2011)? Let us imagine, as geologists are beginning to do, that if there were
something or someone able to view the planet Earth after human extinction, it would be able to
discern that a species event occurred of such magnitude that the planet ceased to be a stable
living system. This thought experiment of the Anthropocene, imagining not just a world without
us but also a readable geological archive that testifies to our once forceful existence, opens a
new mode of historical reflection that is literally after humans while simultaneously reinforcing
the sense that there is something identifiably and inescapably human: human environmental
and geological impact. We might be posthuman in no longer having exceptional moral value or
even an essential species distinction, but, as advocates of the Anthropocene argue, we are well
and truly distinct in our earth-destructive capacity. For any event, we might imagine various
possible narrations and contestations, but something entirely new has occurred with the posing
of the Anthropocene, and this is the possibility of human life and human history after humans:
Humans will be readable in the scar they left upon the earth.Given the uncritical turn to life that
has often accompanied current trends of Anthropocene thinking, we argue that theorists must
instead take up a critical study of life (critique defined in the Kantian sense). In addition to the
questions humans pose to life, critical life studies considers the ways in which certain
appearances of life (and its possible nonexistence) pose questions to the human that would be
critical or that would raise a sense of human limits and require thinking beyond the human
conditions of existence. In that guise, it is essential to revisit the question of the posthuman anew
and to do so from several angles. The first sense of the posthuman we would like to pose is one



that is rarely, if ever, used: There will be a posthuman time, a world without and after humans.
Such a sense renders many of the other senses of the posthuman enigmatic, if not null and void.
Before the twenty-first century’s increasing preoccupation with the end of human life (as
evidenced in the proliferation of postapocalyptic cinema and literature), the posthuman was
more often than not a liberating (and perhaps trans- or superhuman) motif: We would no longer
imagine ourselves to be exceptional, no longer imprisoned in the identity of “man.” The
“superman,” to use Gilles Deleuze’s terminology, is an expansion of living force beyond the
human species:The forces within man enter into a relation with the outside, those of silicon
which supersedes carbon, or genetic components which supersede the organism, or
agrammaticalities which supersede the signifier. In each case we must study the operation of the
superfold, of which the “double helix” is the best-known example. What is the superman? It is the
formal compound of the forces within man and these new forces.(Deleuze 1988b, 131–
132)Articulated at a time when the “end of man” was a conceptual and philosophically liberating
gesture, such dreams of a life beyond life seem to be at odds with today’s increasing sense of
the contraction of life to mere survival for an increasing number of the planet’s humans.
Deleuze’s imagined “superman” will, one assumes, not be readable from the literally posthuman
future imagined by the thought of the Anthropocene. In its positing of silicon’s surpassing of
carbon-based life forms, the idea of the superman is at odds with the increasing “no exit”
warnings of today’s climate scientists and geologists. If the posthuman gestured at one time to a
world of cyborgs, supermen, and “inorganic” life, that past sense of a life posed beyond life has
been countered by a future of a post-Holocene world where the earth as a living system is
beginning to fail and instead promises a future inhospitable to all living forms. Such a future will
differ from Deleuze’s “superfold,” in which life is freed from the organic survival mechanisms of
the human animal; it will be distinctly posthuman not simply because humans will have ceased
to exist but (more importantly) because our having existed will have irrevocably altered the
planet’s composition and forces.This highly literal sense of the posthuman allows us to return to
the problem of last questions; these are not just questions about how we plan the end and what
we will leave for the future. The multiple senses of the posthuman—ranging from a world without
life at all to a world in which “man” has freed himself from the limits of life—are and must always
be in play and in tension with one another. This is not because the human and life are prima
facie values that must absorb our concerted efforts in what may well be the final moments of
Holocene stability but rather because whatever the human is or will be cannot be distinguished
from the sense of an end. Such an “end” of man ranges from Western philosophy’s commitment
to a telos beyond mere life, to Ebook Topsian culture’s capacity to think of human life as a
fleeting contraction of an ensouled life that takes on bodily distinction (Viveiros de Castro 2009),
and to Australian Aboriginal conceptions of a time and space populated by spirit beyond human
dwelling (Povinelli 2002). The human (if there is such a thing) has, more often than not, imagined
itself by way of what surpasses the human (whether universal rationality, life, or spirit)—even if in
its Western mode, “man” is that distinct being who has no end other than the end he sets for



himself. When Jacques Derrida refers to the “ends of man,” he draws upon an always-doubled
sense of the end as both limit and goal: “man” has always imagined that his end (his way of
choosing to be and the limits he sets for himself) is something not yet given, and he has always
tried to put an end to any definitive conception that would limit his future. In this respect it has
always been the nature of “man” to be posthuman, not accepting any supposed end or function
that may define him as one more thing within the world (Derrida 1969). Even the early Karl Marx,
referring to our “species-being” (Gattungswesen), nevertheless sees free conscious activity as
definitive; for any human to accept his position within labor and history is a form of alienation:It is
therefore in his fashioning of the objective that man really proves himself to be a species-being.
Such production is his active species-life. Through it nature appears as his work and his reality.
The object of labor is therefore the objectification of the species-life of man: for man reproduces
himself not only intellectually, in his consciousness, but actively and actually, and he can
therefore contemplate himself in a world he himself has created.(Marx 1974, 329)For Marx,
then, the very nature of “man” is that he defines his own nature by transforming his world. Today,
however, the very sense of this perennially self-surpassing and always posthuman being of
“man” is rendered unintelligible by the thought of a future without humans. Will we still be human
in a world of such depleted conditions that our supposedly essential rights and freedoms are no
longer available? There will be, perhaps sooner rather than later, not merely a speculative
imagination of a time without humans but an actual experience of ending. This experience does
not coincide with mainstream postapocalyptic, “end-of-the-world” disaster tropes—where “man”
vanquishes some virus or threat that makes his humanity precarious or finds refuge on another
planet—since they largely intensify an ultrahumanist posthumanism where even zombie viruses,
catastrophic floods, alien invasions, and resource depletion are no match for a species that can
either hunt down the clues of a mother nature who has always been a serial killer (e.g., the film
World War Z)1 or populate another galaxy and replicate earthly existence in a higher form (e.g.,
the films Elysium and Interstellar). If we start to think of ourselves as the last humans, as the
beings capable of thinking beyond the time of humanity, what questions does the future pose to
us? This is not the question of how “we” will survive but of how—given our eventual nonsurvival
—we might be inscribed (including the literal climactic inscription on the earth). This mode of
questioning the present’s continued existence has perhaps already started to be felt in various
forms of generational resentment: The next generations of humans will inherit debt, resource
depletion, high levels of environmental toxicity, a warmed and warming planet, and acidified
oceans, along with embedded structures of nepotism, finance, and bureaucracy that will
exacerbate the effects of that inheritance. There will not be the conditions to sustain the
consumption and pollution, not to mention the rights, which have defined the human. This
generation, with the sense of an ending, might be entitled to ask: What questions should the last
humans have posed, and would these questions be posthuman?On the latter question, we
might stop to consider two dominant conceptions of the posthuman. Nick Bostrom distinguishes
his version of the posthuman from what he deems to be its main competitor. For Bostrom,



posthumanism is a predicate or attribute that would, by and large, be a beneficial supplement for
humans (Bostrom 2008). To be posthuman in this sense, which in other contexts is also referred
to as transhuman, is to conquer death, and maybe cognitive and moral deficiency. Indeed,
extending or enhancing humans is something that almost has the urgency of a moral imperative
(and, for Bostrom, is intertwined with the concomitant demand to save humanity from the
existential risks that come from runaway artificial intelligence and all other threats to the
species). The only reason we have not regarded posthumanism as a good is because of
weakness and a lack of expertise (Savulescu and Bostrom 2010). We should face up to the
horrors of human death and limits and pour all our resources into extending and enhancing
human life beyond the natural limits of the human. The other sense of the posthuman, which
Bostrom distinguishes from his own, is that of N. Katherine Hayles. Here, being posthuman is
not about supplementing the natural human body but occurs as an awareness and theorization
of all the ways in which what we once took to be definitively human—a mind organized
according to core principles of reason and progressively skilled in arts of attention, analysis, and
sustained argument—has now been dispersed (Hayles 2007). Hayles argues for an entirely new
conception of the human archive, including digital texts, computer-generated sequences, and,
more importantly, new speeds of composition that return humans to what once dominated their
prehumanist past: hyperattention. Years of reading and culture, as well as the required leisure
and safety of civilization, allowed humans to develop deep attention, exemplified by the
sustained close reading of novels and the articulation of complex philosophical arguments. Now,
not only is the brain supplemented by the memories and skills of computers, but it has also
reverted to the hyperattention (or fleeting and multi-task-oriented modes of captivation) that
would once have served highly threatened hunter-gatherers. For Hayles, like Bostrom,
posthumanism simultaneously is a new event enabled by novel technologies and is not so much
a theory of the human as it is a negotiation of future possibilities in a posthuman era marked by
new technologies.If it is this sense of the posthuman that occupies us—either as the celebration
of overcoming human mortality or as a resignation to a new era of humans coupled with
technology—then it is hard to imagine that the last humans (the future humans) would be
grateful that we were occupied with extending and maximizing ourselves. If we—as we are
indeed beginning to do—start to imagine that we are the last humans and that a really
posthuman world might begin as early as 2030, then posthumanism perhaps might have the
sense not of the means by which the human extends, surpasses, and supplements itself but of a
different mode of the “post-” that destroys the ultrahumanism that has always been a
posthumanism. In addition to the three senses already described—the literal disappearance of
humans, enhancement of humans (Bostrom), and technological coupling (Hayles)—Cary Wolfe
deploys the posthuman as a method for destabilizing the human species’ claims for distinction.
Rather than assuming that poststructuralism sweeps away human exceptionalism or that “we”
are somehow locked within a prison house of human language, Wolfe draws from
deconstruction in order to question how we think about what the human is and its supposed



superhuman or posthuman mode. If we cease to define language as a privileged domain of
meaning but instead regard all life as composed of differential systems, then we can neither
collapse the human back into some self-present prelinguistic life nor abandon ethical concerns
regarding nonhumans. Wolfe’s posthumanism does not destroy the rights, sentience, and
finitude of the human but questions the extent to which we grant that humanity to the human
species alone. Wolfe writes of a “bond between human and nonhuman animals as beings who
not only live and die as embodied beings, but also communicate with each other in and through
a second form of finitude that encompasses the human/animal difference, forming a bond that is
all the more powerful because it is ‘unthinking’ and in a fundamental sense unthinkable” (Wolfe
2009, 123). Wolfe criticizes versions of what he refers to as “humanist posthumanism” for simply
granting rights or attention to animals while keeping the category of the human coherent and
distinct. This strategy of adding animals to the already humanist paradigm—whereby
magnanimous man grants the putatively lesser animal some moral value—does little to advance
the human beyond itself and in that sense is not really “post” anything. Along with Wolfe’s
critique, we suggest a strategy of extending and contesting a wider range of ostensibly
posthumanist claims to exit from the human, precisely because whatever has defined itself as
human has always done so by distancing itself from any determined or specified humanity. This
is so at least for what has called itself and questioned itself as human within the Western
tradition. Likewise, Eduardo Viveiros de Castro—far from romanticizing non-Western humanisms
—aims to decolonize the thinking that casts the human as the only being blessed with
anthropocentrism. Every being perceives its own world in utterly personal and spiritual terms,
personifying and humanizing according to its encounters. If Western humans have thought that
they could step outside their own myopia by appealing to some special otherness of the other,
then this is only because they are unaware of all the ways other humans and “nonhuman
humans” experience the world as composed of persons, all of whom have their own world.
Perhaps, then, the desire for the posthuman intensifies a human/nonhuman binary that—far
from being something we ought to dissolve—should be multiplied, such that every being in the
world unfolds its own distinctions and divisions, never settling into “a” difference or “no difference
at all” but a proliferating indifference, a single plane from which there are countless claims and
dismissals as to what counts as a human or person:The point of contesting the question, “what
is (proper to) Man?”, then, is absolutely not to say that ‘Man’ has no essence, that his existence
precedes his essence, that the being of Man is freedom and indetermination, but to say that the
question has become, for all-too obvious historical reasons, one that is impossible to respond to
without dissimulation, without…continuing to repeat that the chief property of Man is to have no
final properties, which apparently earns Man unlimited rights to the properties of the other. This
response from ‘our’ intellectual tradition, which justifies anthropocentrism on the basis of this
human ‘impropriety,’ is that absence, finitude and lack of being [manqué-a-etre] are the
distinctions that the species is doomed to bear, to the benefit (as some would have us believe)
of the rest of the living. The burden of man is to be the universal animal, he for whom there exists



a universe…. As for non-Occidental humans, something quietly leads us to suspect that where
the world is concerned, they end up reduced to its smallest part. We and we alone, the
Europeans, would be the realized humans, or, if you prefer, the grandiosely unrealized, the
millionaires, accumulators, and configurors of worlds. Western metaphysics is truly the fons et
origio of every colonialism.In the event that the problem changes, so too will the response.
Against the great dividers, a minor anthropology would make small differences proliferate—not
the narcissism of small differences but the anti-narcissism of continuous variations; against all
the finished-and-done humanisms, an ‘interminable humanism’ that constantly challenges the
constitution of humanity into a separate order…. It is not a question of erasing the contours but
of folding and thickening them, diffracting them and rendering them iridescent.(Viveiros de
Castro 2014, 44–45)We would like to articulate this residual humanism in posthumanism in three
interrelated claims: First, whatever might have passed as humanism has always been a form of
posthumanism. The human, or man, has never been one being or animal among others but is
precisely the being who believes himself to be in command of his own open, self-creative, and
purely potential being. This is why Plato directs the proper gaze of humans—and their discovery
of their own good—toward an interior exterior or a truth, logic, and ideality that cannot be
reduced to humans as a worldly, embodied, or sensibility-confined species. This is why
Agamben (2003), supposedly directing himself against the entire history of human propriety and
the expulsion of animality, nevertheless presents the task of the future as one in which humans
finally own up to their own lack of essence, lack of propriety, and (therefore) exposed and open
being. If every other being in the world simply is, then it is the “nature” of humans not to have a
nature, either because they are so self-cultivating as to have lost all traces of determinacy or
because they have the capacity to vanquish nature and self-consciousness and become one
again with a general mindful life or global brain. We might say that many of the anti-Cartesian
attempts to think an “extended mind” (Menary 2010) or “mind in life” (Thompson 2007) are
reaction formations that insist on humanity’s closeness to nature precisely at the point where our
destructive detachment from nature is all too evident.Second, we might distinguish distinct
modes of the posthuman that are not so much sublations of humanism as they are
ultrahumanisms. If posthumanism is the refusal of any determined human essence, with an
insistence on the human as nothing more than self-creating potentiality, then such
posthumanisms intensify the human quality par excellence: self-fabrication. The supposedly
radical mode of this posthumanism that defines itself against essentialism—where humans are
self-negating rather than self-fabricating, insofar as they are nothing other than the encounters
or “becomings” they experience—is also a dynamic intensification of the human as set apart
from a world of beings. There is a form of anti-Cartesianism that is hyper-Cartesian: We would
reject man as thinking substance—man as a special being—in the name of man as nothing at
all, as not a thing, as pure performance, event, or act. If Descartes defined thinking substance
against extended substance, then the claim that humans are not substance but pure becoming
is an ultra-Cartesianism and hyperhumanism. It is, moreover, a shrill and frenzied proclamation



of man’s capacity for being radically futural precisely at that point in his history where the human
species seems to be threatened with its actual nonbeing.Third, this means that ostensible
modes of the posthuman—such as extending humans through technology, or denying any
human essence, or being in favor of becoming—operate to occlude the simpler but rarely
confronted literal sense of the posthuman. There will be a time after humans. And if this occurs
sooner rather than later—as those who call themselves “humanity” accelerate the sixth great
extinction event—it may be because one of the main reasons for accelerated climate change is
the mindset that “man” does not exist and is nothing other than his own pure becoming and
action. What often passes for posthumanism—in all its modes of celebrating becoming,
potentiality, and the dynamism of the singularity of a life of which humans are an inessential
component—will contribute to the literal end of man and do more to avoid, rather than confront,
the posthuman sensibility that has always situated the human species apart from its determined
and human-all-too-human being. The more stridently we insist upon the radical openness of the
future, the less capable we become of considering the virtual futures that our present harbors.
The virtual, here, is not absolutely any future whatsoever—a future where one might imagine
that anything that is now might also not be. Such a future would be of the type that Quentin
Meillassoux (2010) imagines and would follow from the always possible thought of the absolute:
Whatever is can always be thought of—without contradiction—as not being. Such a future is
possible, but it is possible only while erasing the potentiality of the world’s virtual futures. Every
moment of the present harbors unfolding multiple eternities. Some of them might see all life and
matter erased, and others might see the generation of new forms of life—possibly inorganic or
non-carbon-based. But the claim that there is, in the present, a potentiality for “man” to extend
and flourish as he is, is a logical but empty possibility. That is to say that while it is logically
possible, it is not at all probable; it is imaginable, but only if the imagination occludes all the
potentialities of the present, all the timelines that unfold from an actuality that is all the richer for
harboring virtual futures that are not those of what is merely logically possible. If the posthuman
is the simple negation of the human that imagines surpassing human limits and allowing man to
live on despite what he has been and done, then the posthuman is nothing more than what the
human has always already been: an impoverished actuality that holds on, only, to man as he is.
If, however, we think of “man” as he might have been, where other modes of being human—
including those histories and possible futures of peoples who do not “enjoy” the trajectory of
hyperconsumption, hyperproduction, and universalizing globalism—then the posthuman might
not be “man” imagining his end or redemption. Instead, what has known and always surpassed
itself as “man” might think beyond its parochial notion of “the” human.The posthuman is not
merely a polysemous term (like humanism, postmodernism, and almost any other “-ism”). The
different senses and tendencies of the term are symptomatic of a problem that is neither simply
linguistic nor a question of taxonomy and periodization. We can begin with the very problem of
humanism as being always a posthumanism. It is undeniable that there is something like a
human species and that the distinct nature of this species lies partly in the extent to which it



denies its being as a species; that is, “humanism” has always been a way of refusing to see
humanity as a biological event within life and has (at least in its Western metaphysical mode)
always seen the human as a rational, sentimental, technical, spiritual, cultural, or historical
means of surpassing life. It is also the case that just as the specificity of the human takes on its
greatest evidential force—as we begin to see humans as having caused climate change and
geological stratifications, united by way of impact if not by way of essence—that the countercry
of the posthuman reaches fevered pitch. Why now, when human exceptionalism and specificity
are beginning to display their damaging power, do at least two conflicting senses of the
posthuman (the desire for extended or enhanced life and the vision of extinct humanity’s having
permanently scarred the earth) become ever more insistent? Ours is the age of the
Anthropocene and of the “singularity,” of technological maturity and preliminary mourning.
Recapitulating, then, we can chart a series of posthuman projects: the posthuman as a form of
cognitive, moral, lifespan, or emotional enhancement; the posthuman as technological extension
(ranging from smartphones and computer software to new archival and mnemonic methods); the
posthuman as a philosophical claim regarding the end of humanism insofar as we abandon the
sense of our exceptional worth; and the posthuman as an imagined historical epoch in which
there may well be organic life and a planet but there will be no humans. All these senses are
framed by another tendency entirely, the inhuman. As already suggested, the very motif of the
“post-” is inextricably tied to what has marked itself as human; there is a species, supposedly,
that may always surpass any reading it has of its own determination. This is why posthumanism
in all its senses—of surpassing, extending, overcoming, and even self-extinguishing—is tied to a
humanism that has always defined itself dynamically and dialectically. What if the human and the
post- (or a term and its problematization) were possible only because of something outside the
terrain of human history altogether? Such inhuman forces—be they technological, geological,
physical, mnemonic, or virtual—would not only surpass the species but might also extend
beyond specification.The problem of the posthuman, then, is composed of a series of
overlapping conundrums. The notion that there is something unique, essential, and universal
about “man” cannot be sustained, given that all the qualities that allegedly set humanity apart
(such as language, reason, morality, art, altruism, technology) occur in the nonhuman world. Yet
despite this sense of the posthuman as the destruction of human exceptionalism, the current era
also evidences a distinction of the human. Humans cannot simply will away their existence;
ecological devastation and anthropogenic climate change have prompted the concept of an
Anthropocene epoch, such that even after humans have become extinct Homo sapiens will have
marked the earth in a manner quite distinct from any other organic life form. Second,
posthumanism can appear as a historical event: There were, once upon a time, essential and
species-bound humans, but technology has created the conditions for humans to extend
themselves into prosthetics, artificial intelligence, cloning, and perhaps even immortality (thus
dispelling the notion that humans are marked by the finitude of death). Yet one could also claim
that humans have always been cyborgs, always been supplemented by technology and



prosthetics, and that even the earliest forms of humanism were already forms of posthumanism
(in that “man” is never capable of being captured by definition—a result of the self-constituting
nature of the human). Finally, the twenty-first century is marked at once by a quite literal post-
humanism (with cinema, literature, and television producing an increasing number of thought
experiments that imagine a life without or after humans). Yet while the “posthuman” can refer to a
world in which humans no longer exist, there have also been a series of moves in philosophy
that claim to break with the philosophical tradition by adhering to new forms of epistemic realism
about the world beyond the grasp of the human. What has come to be known as “speculative
realism” is an insistence that there can be thinking and knowledge that is not limited by human
finitude. Yet this deflation of the human is also an inflation regarding what we might claim to
know (Bryant, Srnicek, and Harman 2011). We might say that it is precisely when humans face
actual extinction (or their physical nonexistence) that they also claim an ideal or virtual capacity
to be released from time, capable of finally knowing the world as it is in itself, the world beyond
the limits of human representation.What the foregoing exploration into the posthuman tells us is
that the posthuman is not merely a multivalent concept but moreover a problem in the specific
Deleuzo-Guattarian sense (Deleuze 2004, 198; Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 16). Deleuze and
Guattari contend that “all concepts are connected to problems without which they would have no
meaning and which can themselves only be isolated or understood as their solution
emerges” (1994, 16). The concern is, thus, not whether we are “pro-” or “anti-” posthuman.
Problems are not solved by choosing one or the other side of an already existing opposition. Nor
are problems solved by definitions, as though we might find some accurate capturing of what the
posthuman is. Problems are disruptions of an actualized field. Problems require a redistribution
of forces to the point that new questions are created. Problems are by no means confined to
philosophy, theory, academia, human life, or even life itself. Indeed, we might say that a problem
requires the redistribution of fields and the creation of a new plane. Questions—such as whether
drugs should be legalized or whether there should be international intervention in human rights
violations—are only possible if problems are not composed. What might it be to question the
very being of drugs and the notion of the proper human body and its external supplements?
What might it be to ask how it is that something like a human right could act as a weapon in
international war and politics? Questions that seem to have ready answers—yes or no, pro- or
anti- —are only possible because of previous problems that have now lost their tension. We can
think of the emergence of organic life as the stabilization of a problem: There is an interaction of
forces, the creation of instability, and then the emergence of single-celled organisms. Only once
the problem has yielded a certain stability can questions emerge. So, once a relation among
forces allows organic life to emerge, certain questions—such as how the organism is to survive
—may be formed. Some of our most vexed questions today (concerning rights to life, rights to
defense, rights to privacy) are the results of a problem posed, such as the problem of what
counts as a political unit—or what counts as a life, a human, or a person—or whether there are
any entities that precede political formation. The question posed by Nick Bostrom, whether we



should become posthuman, whether we should enhance and extend human capacities, is the
outcome of a resolved problem—where we have preestablished the human as a reasoning,
feeling, and valuable individual. But there are questions today that stretch beyond the
posthuman in Bostrom’s sense, questions that cannot be answered within the current
posthuman/human terrain and must instead be answered by a new problem, such as the critical
study of life. These questions require the formation of such new problems, precisely because the
usual questions—“Is there any such thing as the human?”; “Is the posthuman good or bad?”; “Is
the posthuman sufficiently political?”; “How useful is the term?”—are not at all adequate to
answering the current state of disturbance. What is required are not answers to questions but a
reconfiguration of the forces from which questions emerge. Such a reconfiguration cannot
simply be an act of will, such that we simply decide to form a new lexicon or new method. On the
contrary, this volume is united by a commitment to the idea that the problem of the posthuman is
both posthuman and inhuman (in the sense of being outside the domain of our own making and
in the sense of still being a problem, still being locked within a human-all-too-human field that we
are struggling to rethink). Although the question of the ethical nonexistence of humans may
occasionally be posed, it is too frequently articulated as a question and not a problem. That is,
we are not called upon to think about, decide, and judge the worth and existence of humanity;
instead the question is posed in a simple human versus nonhuman form. Do we want to live or
die, survive or become extinct; are we worthy or not?And the reason the posthuman and
nonhuman have thus far remained questions and not problems is that they are largely posed
within the current forms and genres of contemporary narrative. The current genre of the
postapocalyptic is composed of the standard ultrahuman dramatis personae (lovers, families,
villains) along with narrative trajectories structured around inhuman others (zombies, aliens,
terrorists) that pose a threat to certain favored humans. Perhaps more than any other genre,
what has come to be known as the postapocalyptic provides a way for humanity to view itself,
find itself threatened by a nonhuman other, and then refind itself by reaffirming its proper mode.
The structure of the postapocalyptic finds “man” almost extinguished because of an accidental
occurrence—a mistaken experiment that allows a virus to run free, an overuse of the planet that
presents humanity with a dire end, or an invasion by an antihuman species—and then it is man’s
proper mode that triumphs: man as consumer, destroyer, and dominator is redeemed by man as
ecologically attuned life. Avatar, cited by Bruno Latour in his “Compositionist Manifesto,”
opposes a rapacious military man of aggressive capitalism to a utopian humanity—a humanity
we might once have been and could still be (Latour 2010). This new humanity is also an ideal
and lost humanity that is not separated from the world, not human by way of distinction, but
posthuman and ultrahuman by way of being fully attuned to life. The idea of humanity as
intrinsically or perpetually inhuman is at once presented and circumvented by dividing humanity
into a proper humanity at war with a rogue and violent nonhumanity; the war between the
properly human and the accidentally inhuman (zombies, invaders, terrorists, clones) allows the
small redeemed essence of humanity to emerge.This genre of condemning humanity as it is,



toying with humanity’s seemingly just vanquishing, and then concluding with a new and proper
humanity is not at all confined to contemporary cinema (or even the contemporary). Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein can be read as a cautionary tale that opposes a hyperhumanism of self-
production and scientific overreaching to a promised or “monstrous” humanity that is oriented to
nature, the archive, and others. Shelley’s monster emerges into the world not as a subject but as
what Deleuze, after Bergson, refers to as “pure perception” (Deleuze 1988a, 22): “A strange
multiplicity of sensations seized me, and I saw, felt, heard, and smelt, at the same time; and it
was, indeed, a long time before I learned to distinguish between the operations of my various
senses” (Shelley 1999, 128). And it is precisely the trope of monstrous pure perception (also
affective, impersonal, and prepersonal) that we signify in our shift to the posthumous from the
posthuman. This modification not only indicates the posthuman “death of man” but also includes
a repudiation of the vestiges of humanism lingering in the notion of life by going beyond it. The
posthumous does not boast any form of redemptive humanistic telos as the culmination of
undergoing a process of temporary dehumanization brought on by threat (either to the species
or individual life). Rather, the posthumous remains a disturbance and a vibration orienting
around the chaotic intensities that swirl in the absence of a concept of life as a controllable,
containable, namable force attributed to humans (and, occasionally, and in lesser ways, other
organic creatures). It is life both as excess and privation but decidedly not posthuman.One of the
few motifs shared by both Jacques Derrida and Luce Irigaray is that “man,” or at least man as
subject, has always defined himself as other than any simply given actuality; the subject can
always, at will, destroy and remake himself—always become other than, and elevated above
and beyond, any appearance (Irigaray 1985). In this respect, some forms of proclaimed
posthumanism or transhumanism—such as the belief that “we” can simply abandon the human
—are ultrahumanisms and as such do not pose the genuine problem of the human. Indeed, one
way we might think about the overly broad concept of poststructuralism is as a rendering
problematic of the posthuman: The human is both necessary and impossible, for we are at once
(historically, culturally, figurally, genetically, structurally) bound to a human finitude that it would
be naïvely “humanist” to deny, and, at the same time, every attempt to grasp or annul that
humanity repeats the most tired gestures of a mythic human freedom of pure self-creation. The
posthuman as a problem, therefore, should not be a proclamation that man is dead and that we
can now live happily ever after in symbiosis with plants and animals. Nor should it allow us to
indulge in a crisis culture of lamentation in the face of the loss of reason, the loss of “our”
ecology, the loss of the political (or any other of the supposedly human excellences that have
been placed on an endangered list). Nor should it be a negation, denial, or demystification of
“man” (a claim that there is no such thing and that humanity is too complex and varied an event
to be captured by a single term or “-ism”)—for the claim that “man” always transcends any
essence is all too human. Finally, a critical posthumanism should not allow for a joyous embrace
of technoscience, where we happily transform ourselves into cyborgs or proclaim proudly that
we have always been cyborgs (Clark 2003). Rather, the posthuman as a problem consists of a



series of intersecting impasses that stall questions as they are currently formulated and require
a new terrain. The posthuman includes and excludes cognitive and moral enhancement: Writers
such as Kurzweil (2005) and Bostrom (2008) pose necessary questions regarding what
intensified technology might enable in terms of human expansion, precisely at the moment in the
species’ history when the injustices, violence, and limits of technology distribution come to the
fore. The posthuman as a problem marks an affinity with nonhumans and nonlife—evidenced in
the intelligence of everything from animals to bacteria and machines—just as claims are being
made that humans are exceptional by way of anthropogenic geological transformation.At core,
the posthuman problem is composed of conceptual elements mined from a series of proper
names that include Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, Charles Darwin, Gilles Deleuze,
Jacques Derrida, Donna Haraway, Simone Weil, and Michel Foucault, all of whom are bivalent.
Nietzsche is the philosopher of pure forces, forces that are outside “man” and also outside
anything that might be recognized as having a stable being beyond the illusion of stability. But
Nietzsche is also, with his amor fati (1974, 233), the affirmer of living life’s fate and contingency
as if one must choose this life and this time. Nietzsche is also the proper name associated with
nihilism, but he is paradoxically the late nineteenth century’s most affirmative and joyous
promulgator of life as the aesthetic self-creation of the Übermench (1982, 124). Heidegger is the
staunch critic of das Man, metaphysics, and humanism (1993): “The ‘who’ is not this one, not
that one, not oneself, not some people, and not the sum of them all. The ‘who’ is the neuter, the
‘they’ ” (1962, 164). Yet in an all-too-metaphysical-humanist move, Heidegger also exalts the
German people to the status of Ideal Humans, and the Jewish people are cast scathingly as an
in- or posthuman disturbance of the human: “The question of the role of world Jewry is not a
racial question, but the metaphysical question about the kind of humanity that, without any
restraints, can take over the uprooting of all beings from being as its world-historical ‘task’
” (quoted in Seigel 2015). Perhaps the most stunning example of human self-annihilation as
human affirmation arrives in the form of Darwinism, which places the human as an emergent
effect within life yet has also enabled a twenty-first century of neo-Darwinisms and evolutionary
psychologies that allow us to read our history as one grand “just-so” story. Darwin (1859)
becomes the thinker who annihilated human essentialism while nevertheless allowing
contemporary neo-Darwinists to read all our behaviors and technologies as having an ultimately
readable reason of life (Nagel 2012). Closer to our own time, we might read the most posthuman
of thinkers as also haunted by the figures of the human: the Deleuze of the virtual (2004) versus
the Deleuze of vitalism (1988a), who allows us to refer the world back to one grand life and
becoming. Other contemporary posthuman thinkers are also not exempt from such bivalent
logics. There is the Derrida of writing (1977) versus the Derrida of the gift of death (1995), which
opens toward the radically singular ipseity of the other; the Haraway of cyborgs (1991) versus
the Haraway of companion species (2003); the Weil (1962) with contempt for the person and
rights versus the Weil who asserts the grace that attaches to human life (2002); the Foucault of
the anonymous murmur (1972) versus the Foucault of creating the self as a work of art (1985).



And so we could go on, with every seeming destruction of humanism nevertheless allowing for a
reaffirmation of all that had hitherto never been quite human enough. However, these doubled
figures are not just two accidental readings or misreadings that we might separate and
adjudicate but are tendencies that mark any attempt to depart from, redefine, destroy, or sanctify
the human. Along with the Janus-faced nature of proper names, we can examine the events that
mark the supposed posthuman and cannot be adequately addressed in the mode of our current
questions. September 11 might signal a historical threshold that forces us to ask new questions
about the borders of the political at the same time that it allowed for a series of sentimental,
racist, and reactive “security” measures to protect a supposedly intrinsic human freedom from
outside threats. What has now been referred to as the Anthropocene seems to chasten
humanity by noting a destructive impact that reaches geological intensity, but the Anthropocene
also invites projects of geoengineering and uncritical uses of a once multiple but now reunified
humanity. The 2008 global financial crisis destroyed notions not only of mastery but also of
capitalism as some master plot, and it paradoxically allowed for the ongoing legitimacy of old-
fashioned human tropes, such as the rights of individuals over corporations.If the human has
increasingly become less manageable at a theoretical level, it has nevertheless pressed itself
forward with a practical and aesthetic urgency. This is not at all to say that arcane questions from
the humanities should be set aside while we defer to questions of technoscientific urgency—
such as saving our species from the ecological catastrophe it has caused—for those scientific
questions that assume a “we” and assume a human reason capable of managing its own desires
and imagination have perhaps rested too easily on the plane of the human/posthuman
dichotomy. Instead of abandoning or saving the humanities, we argue that we should harness
the current state of disturbance of the human in the service of framing new problems. With
increased fervor, we must put an end to the attempts to respond to the questions of the
posthuman and supplant them with the goal of reconfiguring the forces and intensities from
which they originated—because these questions require nothing less than the formation of novel
problems, not answers. And it is to that purpose that this volume is directed.NOTE 1. “Mother
Nature is a serial killer. No one’s better. Or more creative. Like all serial killers, she can’t help the
urge to want to get caught. What good are all those brilliant crimes if no one takes the credit? So
she leaves crumbs. Now the hard part, why you spend a decade in school, is seeing the crumbs.
But the clue’s there” (World War Z 2013, performed by Elyes Gabel).WORKS CITEDAgamben,
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Hollywood, Calif.: Paramount Pictures.INTRODUCTIONCritical Life Studies and the Problems of
Inhuman Rites and Posthumous LifeJAMI WEINSTEIN AND CLAIRE COLEBROOKThis book
belongs to the very few. Perhaps none of them is even living yet…. Only the day after tomorrow
belongs to me. Some are born posthumously…. The conditions under which I am understood,
and then of necessity—I know them only too well…. One must have become indifferent; one
must never ask if the truth is useful or if it may prove our undoing. The predilection of strength for
the questions for which no one today has the courage; the courage for the forbidden; the
predestination for the labyrinth.—NIETZSCHE, THE ANTICHRISTThis volume opens onto the
problem of posthumous life captured in this epigraph. As Friedrich Nietzsche insists, to live
posthumously, and to understand and be understood while amid that praxis, one must remain
both indifferent—to the uncritical “truths” that sway those who endeavor to locate their use-value
—and fearless in posing the sorts of questions often rendered off-limits by those who dictate the
scripts of what can and cannot be asked. By shifting the terrain semantically to the inhuman and
the posthumous, we hope to transform the questions of the posthuman (discussed in the
preface) into problems that can generate the kinds of concepts and questions that have
heretofore been forbidden.Paramount to this collection, thus, is a metamorphosis, or a
becoming, toward what we refer to as critical life studies. Critical life studies figures as the
framing problematic in which the related problems of the posthuman, the inhuman, and
posthumous life posed in the volume are located. By using the term “critical” we are at once
invoking a post-Kantian tradition of critique that is wary of positing any given term or substance
as a straightforward epistemic ground, while being mindful of counter-Kantian ambitions that
would move beyond the distancing practices of critique in order to consider the emergence of
thought, theory, conditions, and everything that we take to be human and subjective. Neither an
uncritical literalism that posits life as such nor an unbridled speculation that simply accepts life
as a foundational given, critical life studies begins with the force of a problem: One cannot
simply dismiss the problem of life, precisely because life presents the most immediate of
political imperatives, given the major threats to life in all its organic forms that mark the twenty-
first century. Yet the concept of “life” has been used to humanize, racialize, gender, pathologize,
and manage human and nonhuman bodies. Emergency measures to save, maximize, and
sustain life have marked what has become known as biopolitics, which might prompt us to be
critical of any use of the concept life. At the same time, theory, philosophy, and politics bear the
responsibility of being open to the ways in which what we know as life cannot be abandoned.
Any attention to language, concepts, history, culture, or other forms of mediation, far from



leaving life out of play, requires a thoroughgoing interrogation of “life” that places it in relation to
the various knowledge and social practices through which life is thought and formed.We invoke
the term “critical,” thus, as a specific orientation toward questioning, rendering problematic, and
examining conditions and assumptions, and also with some sense of critique as having run out
of steam. The very concept of critique in its Kantian sense implies a necessary distance from life
(Latour 2004)—we only know things relationally and as synthesized, never as they are in
themselves—and for that very reason any appeal to life as a ground would be uncritical and
would also enable biopolitics: the subjection of political decisions and disputes to supposed
facts that can be grasped and managed by expertise (Campbell 2011). Life needs to be
considered critically insofar as it increasingly seems to provide an uncritical ground—whether in
political imperatives to maximize and save life (as in both pro-life and pro-choice rhetorics) or in
theoretical work that strives to return to or give voice to life under the guise that there exist vital
norms that must be met. There is a long philosophical tradition, going back to Aristotle at least,
of thinking that both politics and ethics emerge from the potentiality of life and insisting that there
is no life as such but rather a range of capacities, including reasoning life, which gives itself its
own end rather than simply extending metabolic and perceptive life. In addition to the thorny
question of the knowability of life, and whether there is such a singular entity of definition one
could locate, there is also the profound problem of life’s history: It may be, as Foucault suggests,
that “life did not exist” until the eighteenth century (Foucault 1970, 139). And it may also be that
we emerge as human only by positing some animality that is other than, or distant from, our
properly human being—though today we have seemingly abandoned this distance while
nevertheless still thinking of animality (including our animality) as inhuman (Agamben 2003).
Added to the problem of our knowledge of life and our own historically varied experience of our
own life, it has also been suggested that whatever our humanity may have dictated in the past in
terms of life’s limits, these can now be overcome (Kurzweil 2005). In addition to the “becoming
posthuman” or “becoming-superhuman” of human life, there is the further possibility of life
beyond life or at least beyond organisms. David Toomey, following a study by the National
Research Council to evaluate the possibility of nonstandard biochemistry supporting life in the
solar system and conceivable extrasolar environments, lists a series of contenders for this
radically posthuman future of “weird life” (NRC 2007): “beta life, hypothetical life, nonstandard
life, nonterran life, unfamiliar life, life as we do not know it, alternative biology, and (you knew this
was coming) Life 2.0” (Toomey 2014, xvii). Moreover, we can think about life before life, pre- or
protolife, or a kind of wild, savage life before it was reined in by the constraints of humanism.
This “wild life” we argue, is a condition of possibility of life in its humanistic forms, even if
theorists are only now starting to imagine what life without the human could mean. While various
attacks have been made on the enterprise of critique, ranging from Bruno Latour’s insistence on
the composition of reality from embedded and intertwined practices to François Laruelle’s
project of subtracting the human and reflective viewpoint from philosophy (Laruelle 2013), we
aim to sustain a notion of critical problems while not granting any force (such as life or the



human) the privilege of being the source of critical distance.In this new milieu of twenty-first-
century life sciences, life philosophies, and life politics, critical life studies does not propose a
novel ontology, epistemology, or theoretical turn. Neither is it about solidifying alliances or
positions in an ongoing debate: We do not argue for or against life. Rather, diagnosing the state
of the humanities, sciences, and social sciences with regard to the various turns and studies, we
have determined a certain inability of going further separately. For each of these fields meets an
insurmountable hurdle when faced with the problematic of life. Critical life studies, we suggest, is
inclusive of the gamut of recent theoretical “turns” and “studies” (including among them: the
affective turn; new vitalism; new materialism; the ontological turn; anti-, in-, and posthumanisms;
critical climate change; speculative realism; and feminist, trans, queer, critical race, postcolonial,
animal, technoscience, and Anthropocene studies) insofar as they all, to varying degrees,
theorize around several intertwined concerns: the continual modulations of the epistemology,
ontology, and resituation of the status of the human (now seen as a living rather than a knowing
being) and the various beings included in/excluded from it; the reconsideration of embodiment,
matter, and materiality; the enigmatic question of what constitutes life; and the fraught
determination of whose lives matter. Grouping these multiple projects together under the rubric
of critical life studies might help inspire new modes of thought by way of a critical reevaluation of
the human, bodies, materiality, and the humanities more generally. Although posthumanism,
biopolitics, and vitalism have been topics within theory for the past few decades, this volume
seeks to place various strands of theory into conversation, in part as provocation to that very
recent history.It is in this respect that we see life as our framing problem; new modes of knowing
life—ranging from epigenetics, virology, neuroscience, and nanotechnology to geology,
astrobiology, and cosmology—present critical theory with the task of creating concepts. Life is
not one more thing in the world, for ways of thinking about, knowing, and transforming life
dramatically change what might count as living and the epistemic and ontological status of life
itself. In short, between a vitalism that proclaims life as an absolute value or generative power
and a critical discourse that focuses on the uses and abuses of the concept of life, this volume
situates life at the hinge between realism and mediation—delving into the inchoate labyrinth of
life and posing forbidden questions. As such, within the framework of a critical relation toward
life, and from a tangle of approaches, this volume seeks to recapture the tension that the
posthuman problem has ceased to sustain—in the guise of posthumous life and the inhuman
rites associated with it.With respect to the latter, we submit that the inhuman is the terrain within
which the figure of the human (and its posthuman others, which would include animals, bacteria,
viruses, plants, technology, and virtuality) takes place. How did something like the human as a
being that could imagine its own end emerge, and what does the complexity of the “post-”
enable and delimit for a future that can no longer easily be imagined as “ours?” Inhuman, thus, is
meant as a departure from the posthuman. Sidestepping the post- and the inevitable reuptake of
the human vestiges that the post- is meant to surpass, inhuman orients us to all that is not
human, not just that which comes after the human. It also pushes us to scales beyond the human



—temporalities and spatialities both deep and astronomical. Inhuman also contains murmurs of
a humanist ethical upending, in that it denotes a lack of the ostensibly human qualities of
compassion and mercy as well as “cruelty, savageness, and barbarism.” Savageness and
barbarism themselves overlap with commonplace racist and colonialist discourses often used to
sketch the perimeters of what and who gets counted as human, implying that adopting the
position of the inhuman serves to rearrange these pernicious discourses. And when inhuman is
coupled with the more affectively haunting rites—which emerge from fear, suspicion, desire,
risk, ritual, and habit—we shift away from discourses around (human) rights and their bond to
modernity, reason, and universality. If, today, we are wrestling with rights—what humans can
demand and what can be demanded of them—this is because of a prior plane of rite, as an
event and encounter that establishes an ongoing series of practices, relations, differences, and
forces, the history of which can never be fully rationalized, solidified, or settled. This shift allows
a parallel retreat from a kind of ethicopolitical worldview spawned from notions of the equality
and sameness typified by ontologically flat (DeLanda 2002, 47) theories and toward one
founded on the irreducible, infinite multiplicity of pure difference that is revealed in indifference
(Weinstein 2016). The inhuman is also a gesture toward what Deleuze and Guattari describe as
“archaism”: The human emerges from a series of events and habituations that constantly mutate
but are also repeated and cannot simply be expunged or overcome (Deleuze and Guattari 1983,
232; 1987, 16). The “rites” of the inhuman—the forces and repetitions that have allowed for
something like the human to appear and have a history—are precultural (in the sense of human
culture) but no less cultivated. Finally, with echoes of funeral rites or last rites in the background
we once again return to the opening suggestion of our preface that the posthuman should be the
last question of our time—as if the inhuman rites we are performing in this volume were precisely
the last rites of the posthuman.In regard to the former problematic (also the title of the volume),
posthumous life, we argue that in light of the vestiges of humanism still present in the concept of
life and of the Anthropocene possibility that imagines not only the absence of human (and
organic) life but also the likelihood of human impacts being legible (written after life), there needs
to be a necessary but impossible theoretical transformation from the posthuman to the
posthumous. Whereas the posthuman is imbricated only in the event of the “death of Man” (or
human) and remains a human question, the concept of posthumous goes a level deeper by
indicating that the remnants of humanism present in our conventional notions of life, too, must
be transcended—signaling the “death of life” and the problem of the posthumous. Multivalent,
posthumous resonates in a variety of registers, all of which have some bearing on essays
contained within this volume. The first, derived from the Latin humus—or “ground,” “soil,”
“earth”—carries, in a unifying gesture, the sense of being after the earth, after conceptions of
humans as emerging from the earth, and after all the notions of the earth as home or ours.
Posthumous life interpreted as such is, thus, life not of this earth and not human. A second layer
of significance codes as “arising, occurring, or continuing after one’s death.” In this case,
posthumous life is life after death, the afterlife, ongoing, and the troubling of the very categories



of life and death. A third spin indicates “being born after the death of the father, originator, or
author.” As overdetermined as this might be, it is hard not to read this sense of the posthumous
through psychoanalysis or poststructuralism—both with attendant references to the oedipal or
name of the father (superego, phallus, symbolic order) and the generation of identity and with
the “death of the author” (think Anthropocene, human extinction, and the legible scar that will
endure), which engenders a subsequent opening to critical, interpretative abandon (Barthes
1967). We argue that this move toward the posthumous or the afterlife—located in the
temporality of the future aftermath—is vital if we wish to refigure our ethicopolitical frameworks to
account for contemporary global crises.One might be tempted to claim that what we are
claiming as critical life studies is nothing less than a scientific revolution or paradigm shift—
which Thomas Kuhn chronicled as entailing not merely a turn to another theory but an entire
transformation of worldview such that we see the same objects in a completely new way. The
catalyst for a paradigmatic transformation, to Kuhn, must always be a crisis (Kuhn 1962, §VI–X).
However, Kuhn’s underlying presupposition is that there is an observable common world or life
that different paradigms refocus, such that new entities can thereby come to life. With the type of
metamorphosis critical life studies proposes in terms of our understanding of life and of time, this
commonly observable world ceases to exist as such or as we know it. Accordingly, the crisis
here cuts far deeper than even a revolutionary paradigm shift could capture, as it eviscerates the
world as such of its observability. This volume and critical life studies in general is consequently
not a reflection about how we know a world but rather about how worlds—or different modes of
time and life—generate knowing and not knowing.The essays in this volume, though differing
widely in style, method, and disciplinary base and not at all unified by a single claim, are
nevertheless focused on what we insist is a decidedly singular problem, life—notably as it is
reflected through the tropes of the posthuman, inhuman, and posthumous. The volume is thus
divided into four intertwined sections, each taking on one dimension of the problem that life
opens up. The first section, “Posthuman Vestiges,” addresses the problem of posthumanism in
its waning state of sway in order to set the stage for the impossible but necessary theorizing
beyond the human, beyond the organic, and beyond life itself. Nicole Anderson leads off by
tackling the issue from the position that we at once have always already and have never been
posthuman. Likewise, she argues that the human as such, or the anthro-ontological human of
humanism, was only ever an ontological reality (if at all) for a select elite few. Thus the human
and, in turn, the posthuman is an entity not only restricted to certain bodies but also temporally
located in multiple temporal registers—both futurity and history simultaneously. As Anderson
puts it: “If there is a ‘post-’humanism or a ‘posthumanism,’ it is neither a one-directional leap into
the future, nor is it a one-directional unfolding of time from past to future (and thus a perpetuation
of an evolutionary continuum that ‘ends’ in an ideal of human perfectibility); rather…it is to move
simultaneously forward and back to the future and the past. In this way the human species has
never/has always been ‘post/humanimal.’ ” Taking the question of the posthuman one step
backward, Frida Beckman, following Deleuze and Guattari and others, claims that we have



never even been human—and the very narrative that we have been is evidence that perhaps we
are idiots in at least two senses: First, we have failed to understand that the human has an origin
and history, and second, philosophers have taken the capacity to think as a given. To avoid this
idiocy, Beckman wonders whether it might not be wiser to question the importance of narratives
and the sort of thinking that shaped both the concept of the human and the posthuman. She
declares: “The understanding of the posthuman as occupying a place in a historical progression,
that is, the ontological conception…delimits our possibilities of addressing the question as it,
even when it manages to let go of humanist presumptions about the subject, nonetheless
continues to think the posthuman in relation to the human.”Susan Hekman, in turn, negotiates
the space between materialist and constructivist accounts of the subject by choosing the
unlikely Judith Butler to argue her case. While Butler has been critiqued for being a wholesale
social constructivist and eliding materiality, Hekman finds that “the perspective of the ‘new
materialism’ that attempts to incorporate the material without abandoning social construction
[via its intra-action between the material and discursive]” is “even more problematic.” In an
attempt to arrive at a defensible formulation of a posthuman (woman) subject, Hekman turns to
Butler’s more nuanced recent work and to Andrew Pickering’s concept of “the mangle” for
answers.The second and third sections—“Organic Rites” and “Inorganic Rites”—together
comprise the more general theme of inhuman rites. “Organic Rites” investigates the organic
others that are deemed to be not human and, therefore, elided under the humanist framework in
order to position the posthuman interrogation of the human “somewhere else”—somewhere
outside the bounds of anthropocentrism. For one of the many ways in which the human has
sought either to surpass or erase itself has been by way of a recognition of animality, either
through companionship, ecological dependence, common intelligence, or the recognition of a
continuum—rather than divide—between humanity and its multiple complex animal others. This
section also extends that now relatively common human-animal discussion to plants. First, Akira
Lippit questions the possible meaning or epistemology of autobiography, the defining
characteristic of the human, from the vantage point of the nonhuman animal in order to explore
whether such epistemology must be put under erasure when not attached to a human
perspective. He concludes that “the very difference of life itself appears to open up across the
divide of human and animal being. If the animal—signifier, figure, and living being—has served
to establish the existential lines of a primary, primal difference, a primal scene of differentiation
from which difference is instituted, then it is perhaps in the field of autobiography that this
difference is deconstructed.” For Jeff Nealon, this rapprochement with animality is constitutive
rather than disruptive of modern “man.” It was only by way of discovering life—common to
animals and humans—that man became the modern biopolitical being that he is today, at once
defined by but distant from the life he shares with animal others. Man’s radical other is not the
animal but the plant, the being whose life does not allow man self-reflection and recognition.
And, in Cary Wolfe’s analysis, animals are not other beings with whom we share a common
world; drawing upon Jacques Derrida’s figure of the island, Wolfe argues for a radical disjunction



among worlds. Like Nealon, Wolfe argues that there is nothing comforting or simply ecological
about the recognition of animals; there is no animal in general whose common life unites us in
one happy oikos.The “Inorganic Rites” section takes up the inhuman from a non-carbon-
chauvinist perspective—meeting with the inorganic, the technological, corporations and
nonpersons, and the supra- and subpersonal. This section opens with Luciana Parisi’s chapter
on the automated, algorithmic human and the ways in which computation has transformed the
characteristically human faculty of reason into an inhuman force. Following Simondon and Alfred
North Whitehead (and others), Parisi argues that rather than rejecting this inhuman reason tout
court, we should understand the ways in which it circumscribes the limit of the problem of the
posthuman. For it reveals the incapacity of the human as a rational species to be reconciled with
the living, since thought—in its most artificial dimension (the computational ordering of
information)—is a speculative functioning “that goes beyond the ontological grounding of being
in the energetic impulse of living.” Alastair Hunt, for his part, explores what happens when we
take the collapse of these humanistic binaries—between the human and nonhuman—too far. To
reveal this, Hunt weaves together two cases: the political debacle of the U.S. Supreme Court
decision in Citizens United, after which corporations effectively became persons under the law,
and a cotemporaneous European Court of Human Rights decision not to grant a chimpanzee
the status of personhood. Through a reading of Hannah Arendt, and under the pretext of both
thinking the inhuman and the person together and questioning the epistemology of personhood
overall, he endeavors to reveal “that the inhuman, indeed impersonal formal dimensions of the
figure of the person suggest that its reduction to the human is less an ontological necessity than
it is an ideological effect.” In a similar vein, John Protevi seeks both to dig beneath and rise
above the surface of the constituted subject through an inhuman political physiology, which, he
maintains, is the “production of bodies politic” and “the way in which the human subject is
formed by linking the social and the somatic.” Concluding with “a hydro-solar-bio-techno-political
multiplicity” as an affective political assemblage, Protevi manages to find a way through the
humanist political hierarchical stasis.One of the most common self-narrations of new
materialism and new vitalism is that we have suffered too long from the myopia of linguistic,
cultural, social, and textual construction, which systematically and regrettably ignores the
analysis of life and matter. The constructivist turn, after all, was born in part as a response to the
history of using biological essentialism as a weapon of oppression; thereby thinking about race,
gender, sexuality, or politics in terms of bodies and matter was a risky endeavor. Arun
Saldanha’s criticism and defense of Marxist materialism, framed as geocommunism, seeks to
chart a path between a turn to “life” that fails to pay heed to the ways in which life and materiality
have been channeled, forced, and organized by the history of capital and a Marxism that
neglects to acknowledge that capitalist flows cannot be fully understood in terms of humans,
labor, resources, or any of the organic categories of traditional political theory. His claim for
geocommunism is, therefore, not only an ethical claim that would take heed of nonhuman forces
but a new mode of theory that would consider “life” or “matter” differentially. Neither life nor



matter are substrate terms from which the polity can be explained or redeemed; while there are
always lives and matters that are not necessarily bound to organic forms, there are also flows
and forces of money, text, image, and figure. If one thinks of materialism neither as an attention
to some underlying substance (like matter) nor as the history of a thinking subject who through
time comes to awareness of its own material being (as in dialectical materialism), one might
think provocatively of the risk of, for example, race in the present.If theory turned away from life,
biology, bodies, and matter, it was because the specter of essentialism could not but recall
eugenics, sexism, racism, homophobia, and fascism. But today, in response to the insistence
that “black lives matter,” one hears its echoes in the specious retort that “all lives matter.” The
liberal, egalitarian, and humanist protestation that race should not matter differently or
exceptionally presupposes a flawed, essentialist metaphysics of life: Deep down we are all
equal, and every life is precious. Moreover, this retort exposes the bourgeois frustration of the
privileged, white subject that making a claim for black lives mattering is bringing race back after
decades of trying to achieve a postracial world—forgetting all the while that this postracial world,
if such a world could exist, has yet to be realized. If one were to focus instead on the richer
sense of “black lives matter,” one would grasp the critical nature of the concept of life: Rather
than a simple argument for the value of black lives (that they matter and do so differently), there
is an additional claim that blackness is a question of matter and, therefore, materiality—of a kind
located in the interstice between neovitalist/neomaterialist and historical dialectical
accounts.Thus, talking about matter in this sense is neither to make a claim for race (which is
already an organization of matter along certain geohistorical narratives, whether one claims one
single humanity or distinct races) nor a claim that “we” are postracial—rather it is a recognition
both of the distributions of matter among material bodies and the ways in which race blunts the
question of difference. And this modulation, following Saldanha, could be generalized in ways
that might reveal posthumous life in these Anthropocene times. As he puts it: “To be a
materialist, one must respond to the world. If man is dead, one has to reinvent life after him.”In
the last section of this collection, “Posthumous Life,” we find theorists who are striving to push
the envelope further by presenting creative responses to life after life. Myra Hird’s chapter
explores the ramifications of certain visualization practices—in particular extinction and
proliferation—endemic to the Anthropocene aesthetic and the antiaesthetic of waste. She
investigates the ways in which these operate in advanced capitalist societies to define who and
what is, and which lives are, deemed worthy of saving. As she articulates it: “The
microorganisms metabolizing our detritus may well be creating new life forms that may equally
escape taxonomic containment…[which reveals] the imprescriptibility of anticipating,
calculating, or controlling either proliferations or extinctions at a planetary scale.” Tim Morton
also approaches the question of ethical value via an exploration of ecology—a figure, he holds,
that is so often deployed to return humans to life and to grant life a vital worthiness. He contends
that ecology needs to be considered less as a mode of interconnectedness and more as
spectral and uncanny. What we know as “life” and “nature” is always given in multiple, fleeting,



partial, haunting, and disturbing encounters. And as such, he claims, “a convocation of specters
will aid us in imagining something like an ecocommunism, a communism of humans and
nonhumans alike.” Next, we encounter Eugene Thacker’s concept of “darklife.” Thinking through
paradoxical creatures that have come to be known as “extremophiles,” those microorganisms
who have adapted and “actually flourish under conditions of extreme heat, cold, acidity,
pressure, radioactivity, and darkness,” living creatures that are contrary to what we understand
and have come to accept as life itself (particularly in the life sciences), Thacker opens up the
philosophical question of “what is life?” anew. Reading through Schopenhauer’s theories on life,
Thacker concludes his study with the claim that “all life is dark life, and thus…[shifts] from life-in-
itself as a regional problem of epistemology to a fundamental fissure within ontology. Its limit is…
life-as-nothing, life thought in terms of negation.” This ultimately leads Thacker to advocate what
he calls an affirmative meontology (nothingness) of life. Finally, this section and the volume itself
conclude with a previously untranslated chapter by Isabelle Stengers. In it, she argues that the
problem of life has changed. In a close reading of the works of Deleuze and Deleuze and
Guattari, alongside Raymond Ruyer and Henri Bergson, Stengers traces the trajectory from the
dualism between knowing and life itself to the creative unfolding of life. Her claim is that there is
neither a primordial totality called “life” that preexisted analysis nor that there is an ultimate
totality we one day might discover. It is, she insists, the very thinking about life that
simultaneously brings thought to its end—in both senses of the word—and changes the problem
of life. For, life (following Deleuze and Guattari) is inorganic, germinal, and intensive, not
continuous and representational. And any hasty move to think life otherwise results in a return to
a morality of salvation and choice. Life instead must be thought as ever “reconstituting its stakes”
and against logics of control, progress, belonging, and salvation. Citing Deleuze and Guattari,
she concludes: “Never believe that a smooth space will suffice to save us” (1987, 500).What we
must keep in mind while reading these explorations into posthumous and inhuman territories is
that thinking beyond and outside the habit of the human, let alone life, is a relentless struggle—it
is the challenge of trying to carve out a “something else” that ultimately might never be identified.
However, in spite of the incommensurability of posthumous life, untangling and theorizing these
inhuman impossibilities is necessary in order to provide avenues of escape from recalcitrant,
contemporary praxes of life and to open up new possibilities for ethicopolitical living. This
approach must be creative and experimental, expansive and self-overcoming, insofar as an
analysis of life that utilizes traditional methods and concepts risks an unwitting return to the
predictable, universal, habitual, and hegemonic. For, once again, we might turn to Nietzsche’s
exhortation that indifference is needed, since:Nothing could be more wrongheaded than to want
to wait and see what science will one day determine once and for all concerning the first and last
things and until then continue to think (and especially to believe!) in the customary fashion—as
we are so often advised to do…. We have absolutely no need of these certainties regarding the
furthest horizon to live a full and excellent human life: just as the ant has no need of them to be a
good ant.(Nietzsche 1996, 308)Thus, in being “critical” in the senses outlined above, these



varied and creative studies of life eschew sanitization and the safety of the familiar in order to
remain contaminated and disquieting, engaged in the disharmony and endless insecurity,
untaxonomizable, and continually render problematic and question the premises and
assumptions that constitute our current habitual praxis of life.WORKS CITEDAgamben, Giorgio.
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VESTIGES1PRE- AND POSTHUMAN ANIMALSThe Limits and Possibilities of Animal-Human
RelationsNICOLE ANDERSONIn his book We Have Never Been Modern, Bruno Latour (1993)
argues: “Modernity comes in many versions as there are thinkers or journalists, yet all its
definitions point, in one way or another, to the passage of time” (10). So too for “posthuman/
ism,”1 a referential term that assumes not only an “origin,” and hence an eschatological-
teleological progression from pre- to posthuman, from ape to ultrahuman (in an organic
evolutionary trajectory), but also simultaneously refers to a human future beyond the organic. In
attempting to break with the past by pointing to the future and denying the past by moving
beyond the organic, posthuman/ism is a periodizing concept. Yet ironically, this
eschatoteleological process, encapsulated by the referential “post-,” perpetuates an ipseity2
founded on humanist values and ideals, and thus inevitably the word “posthuman/ism” embodies
this ipseity and its attendant humanistic dichotomous consequences: an all-too-modernist
trait.Without suggesting that we should or indeed can abandon this teleological process, we



need, as Cary Wolfe (2010) argues, a new thinking: “We must take yet another step, another
post, and realize that the nature of thought itself must change if it is to be posthumanist.” In other
words, for Wolfe, this means “when we talk about posthumanism we are not just talking about a
thematic of the decentering of the human in relation to either evolutionary, ecological, or
technological coordinates…we are also talking about how thinking confronts that thematic, what
thought has to become in the face of those thematics” (xvi). Yet how do we begin to seek and
embody a new mode of thinking not founded on traditional knowledge and reason when we
continue to use a language (in this case the word “posthuman” or “posthumanism”) that always
already constitutes the humanistic effects of ipseity that distinguish us from nonhuman animals,
while at the same time denying our past, which connects us to our own animality? In other
words, how do we, as a species, think differently when we continue to use a word (a language)
that references selectively, which can be seen, as Wolfe points out, in the most popular versions
of posthumanism, when they reinstitute and perpetuate the “ideals of human perfectibility,
rationality, and agency” (xiii) by which we define ourselves as a species and that carry all the
hallmarks of the effects of ipseity and dichotomous logic?Posthumanism can be defined as a set
of competing, at times contradictory, theories about what constitutes and characterizes the
“posthuman.” Consequently, the posthuman is defined in various ways, but generally the
posthuman is described as either a being that functions representationally to reconceive and/or
challenge current humanistic ideologies about what it means to be human or as a future being,
one whose “capacities radically exceed those of present humans as to be no longer
unambiguously human by our current standards” (Bostrom 2003, 5). It is this latter definition that
characterizes the most popular versions of the posthuman Wolfe alludes to above. Within this
view of the posthuman as a “future being” there are two further, at times overlapping,
conceptions of how and when this future being will become reality.The first popular conception
(which I will refer to as “transcendent posthuman”) views cybernetics, intelligent machines, and
artificial intelligence as the means by which a break will take place with the purely organic
evolution of human beings, therefore human history, and hence modernity. In this popular
conception technology will enable the “best human traits,” such as rationality, intelligence, and
agency, to be retained (Kurzweil 2005, 9). The most famous representatives of this view include
Ray Kurzweil and Hans Moravec, who believe that digital technology in various forms will
emancipate humans from their bodies by merging human consciousness (in particular rational
intelligence) with machine software (robots, for instance), thus enabling humans to transcend
the limitations of their bodies. While evolution began with biological bodies, we have “usher[ed]
in another form of evolution: technology” (Kurzweil 2005, 487). In other words, there has been an
“increasing intimate collaboration between our biological heritage” and technology, to the extent
that evolution will continue in and through technology: What originated in biology, reason, and
rationality will continue without the flesh. This break will come with what Kurzweil calls the
“Singularity,” a “future period during which the pace of technological change will be so rapid, its
impact so deep that human life will be irreversibly transformed” (7). At which point, “there will be



no distinction, post-Singularity, between human and machine or between physical and virtual
realities” (9). We will have transcended the limitations of our bodies and our biological roots:The
Singularity will allow us to transcend these limitations of our biological bodies and brains. We will
gain power over our fates. Our mortality will be in our own hands. We will fully understand human
thinking and will vastly extend and expand its reach. By the end of the century, the nonbiological
portion of our intelligence will be trillions of trillions of times more powerful than unaided human
intelligence.(9)By finally enabling the Cartesian mind/body split and creating a metaphysical
foundation that is “technicity,” not only will the human transcend itself (its matter) while retaining
what Kurzweil argues are the “best human traits”—intelligence, rationality, presence, that is,
ipseity—but we will have reached our ontotheological end. We will have become gods.Instead of
human minds being uploaded into machines, making the human body redundant, in the second
popular version of the posthuman (what is known as “transhumanism”), there is still a belief in
the continuation of the carbon-based materiality of the human body. However, in this version the
human body is believed to be capable of transformation through enhancing or augmenting
technologies, such as tissue engineering, therapeutic cloning, regenerative and reproductive
medicines, nanotechnology, genetic engineering, psychopharmacology, life-extension therapies,
neural interfaces, memory-enhancing drugs, and so on. Representative of this version is Nick
Bostrom, famous for setting up the World Transhumanist Association and the most well-known
advocate for enhancement technologies. He argues that “enhancement interventions aim to
improve the state of an organism beyond its normal healthy state” (2008, 1). In other words,
transhumanists holdthat current human nature is improvable through the use of applied science
and other rational methods, which make it possible to increase control over our own mental
states and moods…. Transhumanists believe that…human enhancement technologies will offer
enormous potential for deeply valuable and humanly beneficial uses. Ultimately, it is possible
that such enhancements may make us, or our descendants, “posthuman,” beings who may have
indefinite health-spans, much greater intellectual faculties than any current human being—and
perhaps entirely new sensibilities or modalities—as well as the ability to control their own
emotions.(Bostrom 2005, 202–214)Despite their differences, these versions have much in
common. For both versions, nonhumans are not part of their discourses or narratives.
Furthermore, they both uphold and perpetuate humanistic values. For instance, they believe that
reason, autonomy, intelligence, sentience, self-presence, etc. (that is, ipseity) are universal
attributes that will remain constant not only through time but through human transformations
away from human materiality and bodies. In other words, as Eugene Thacker (2005) critically
observes, the “human can be transformed and still remain ‘human’ ” (76). Or, as Katherine
Hayles (1999) questions in relation to Moravec’s and Kurzweil’s beliefs that human
consciousness can be downloaded into computer machines, how is it “possible…to believe that
mind could be separated from body? Even assuming that separation was possible, how could
anyone think that consciousness in an entirely different medium would remain unchanged, as if
it had no connection with embodiment?” (1). In the same vein, Thacker (2005) also points out



that in the use of enhancement technologies, biotechnology “is utilized to redefine biological
materiality” (89) with the consequence thatnature remains natural, the biological remains
biological, plus the natural and biological can now be altered without altering their essential
properties (growth, replication, biochemistry, cellular metabolism, and so on). The capacity of
these technologies, and their aforementioned invisibility, enables researchers to conceive of a
body that is not a body—a kind of lateral transcendence. The technologies of therapeutic
cloning, tissue engineering, and stem cell research all point toward a notion of the body that is
purified of undesirable elements (the markers of mortality, disease, instability, unpredictability),
but that nevertheless still remains a body (a functioning organic-material substrate).(93)Finally,
what both these versions also have in common is an optimistic belief in the future of humanity to
transcend itself while still remaining the same (Hauskeller 2014, 1–2), which is why from now on
I will refer to both these versions, for efficiency, as utopic.Given this, I argue that despite their
attempts either to break with or perfect the organic, the utopic versions nevertheless refer to a
future that still encapsulates humanistic values. Consequently, the effects of ipseity are either
resituated into machines themselves, or machines serve to perpetuate the humanist ideal. The
“post-” of “human/ism,” in other words, refers to a future whereby an “ultra”-human/ism3 is
conveyed either in the transformed perfected human body or embodied away from the purely
organic into machine form. Unlike Haraway (1985), then, who argues that the positive aspect of
the posthuman is that it ideologically questions the “dichotomies between mind and body,
animal and human, organism and machine, public and private, nature and culture, men and
women, primitive and civilized” (205), in what follows I argue instead that despite this ideological
questioning, these dichotomies or oppositions (even if reversed) continue to be instituted
precisely because humans (in whatever form) continue to dominate and attempt to maintain, as
we can see in these utopic versions, “something essential of itself” (Thacker 2005, 75). I will
return to this issue shortly.Critical versions of posthumanism challenge and critique the humanist
ideals encapsulated in and perpetuated by these utopic versions. Ideologically, critical
posthumanists put into question the value placed on the “human” and its ipseity over and above
nonhumans. And supporting the critical posthumanist position here, I would argue that the utopic
versions, in valuing and privileging the human as distinct and categorically “different” from the
nonhuman, seem to make no allowance for the varying and multiple differences in kinds and
degrees within and between humans and nonhuman animals. As Halberstam and Livingston
(1995) put it, the utopic versions “only end up absolutiz[ing] difference” (10), thereby widening if
not creating an unbridgeable gulf between only two homogenized forms of life: the human and
nonhuman. Critical posthumanists do not, however, privilege the human. Instead they argue that
humans are a negotiated position within a system and therefore heteronymous, fluid, and hybrid,
despite the perceived and experienced “effects” of ipseity. In other words, if there is ipseity, it is a
result of heteronomy. Thus, in a deconstructive move critical posthumanism argues that the
future cannot be dominated by humanistic values or by “humans” because it is uncontrollable
and always open to the unknown and the unpredictable. For critical versions, then, “posthuman/



ism” is reinscribed and redescribed away from its popular utopic context and representation (and
therefore as a periodizing concept), in an attempt to move it away from the humanistic values it
generally encapsulates. For example, Catherine Waldby (2000) views posthumanism as “a
general critical space in which the techno-cultural forces which both produce and undermine the
stability of the categories of ‘human’ and ‘non-human,’ can be investigated” (43). And Katherine
Hayles (2003) attempts to deconstruct the “radical breaks” with human history that the utopic
versions convey by arguing that posthumanism “exists in a relation of overlapping innovation and
replication,” what Hayles calls “serieation” (2003, 134; see also Hayles 1999, 13–17).However,
this does not necessarily mean that all critical posthumanists reject technology. For the most
part they argue that our bodies are always already technologized; however, they counter the
political and ideological utopic positions by demonstrating that the increased incorporation of
technology into our bodies and lives confuses and blurs the oppositions between human and
nonhuman (machine and animal) as well as gender identities, thus enabling a deconstruction
and revision of current ideas of what it means to be human (Taylor 2012, 1–2; Hauskeller 2014,
5). As Hauskeller (2014) puts it, “posthumanism is clearly a liberationist ideal: the hoped for
redistribution of difference and identity is ultimately a redistribution of power…it is a way of
undermining existing structures of domination” (7).While I admire and agree with the
redescription and reinscription of the word “posthumanism” away from its humanistic tendencies
as put forth by Wolfe, Hayles, Waldby, Halberstam, and Livingston, among others, what both the
utopic and the critical versions have in common is the continual use of that word, which operates
as another form of “naming” or labeling that—despite the attempted and deliberate blurring of
the boundaries between human and nonhuman that the posthuman represents—continues to
distinguish the human from the other (nonhuman). Or as Neil Badmington (2003) puts it, “the
‘post-’ is forever tied up with what it is ‘post-ing’ ” (20) and therefore “does not…mark or make an
absolute break from the legacy of humanism” (21).Given this, the aim of this chapter is to
attempt to demonstrate that regardless of how we might reinscribe and redescribe
posthumanism, its referentiality will continue to perpetuate a humanist hierarchical opposition
between nonhuman animals and humans, thus consigning the former to a preposthuman and
the latter to a posthumanist time and space. In other words, the “post-” explicitly refers to what
comes after the human (the future) and thereby implicitly refers to something before the “post- ”
and this is what I am calling the “preposthuman” (the past-present). Because the future is
idealized, as we can see in the writings of many utopic writers such as Ray Kuzweil, Hans
Moravec, and Nick Bostrom, a binary opposition is constructed between pre- and post- where
the latter is privileged (because it is generally associated with the progress of the human, not the
nonhuman). If we follow the logic encapsulated in the referentiality of the term and confirmed by
utopic and even some posthumanist discourses, we can define pre- and posthuman as follows:
The posthuman time and space can be defined broadly as hypertechnologized human life
(robotics, cybernetics, informational networks, enhancement technologies, etc.). Preposthuman
time and space is where the effects of this hypertechnology may indeed be felt (for instance the



impact of technology on habitats and species) but without those humans or nonhuman animals
in those particular times and places having control over, or access to, the technology that
creates the effects (either positively or negatively). (And I say nonhuman animals because often
it is domesticated animals that through their human owners do have access to and benefit from
technologies). The critical and utopic versions, then, not only create and perpetuate a
hierarchical opposition between pre- and post- but continue to privilege the human over the
animal, thereby reinforcing the “(onto)theological determination, which is present in every
humanism” (Balibar 2009, 66).While these oversimplified definitions and opposition (what I have
been labeling pre- and posthuman time and space) are implicitly and explicitly conveyed in the
utopic and critical versions, throughout this chapter I will not only be referring to “pre- and
posthuman time and space” but also to “pre- and posthuman realms.” When I refer to the former I
do so to reveal and expose the opposition instantiated by the referentiality of the words
posthuman and posthumanism. This opposition perpetuates a teleological progression to an
ideal future, while the past is always something to move beyond and to overcome in and through
technology. Consequently, there is the time and space of the “pre-” (which is left behind) and the
time and space of the “post-,” which is privileged and valued. That is, the opposition serves to
categorize all differences between humans and animals and nonhumans, animals and animals,
humans and humans, into overly simplistic, thus depoliticized and overarching, categories (that
of pre- and post-) that further work implicitly to render invisible the hierarchical operations of this
opposition where the posthuman (and hence “Human”) is valued over the preposthuman (hence
“Animal”).4Unlike “pre- and posthuman time and space,” the phrase “pre- and posthuman
realms” I use deconstructively. Bringing together both the work of Pierre Bourdieu and Jacques
Derrida, my notion of “realms” is similar to Bourdieu’s notion of “field,” where various modes of
living and being in the world can coexist. As Bourdieu (1993) defines it, “a field is a separate
social universe having its own laws of functioning independent of those of politics and the
economy” (162). Leaving aside the question whether any field is independent of politics and the
economy, I would go beyond this and extend it to include nonhuman animals by bringing it
together with Derrida’s (2008) notion that there is a “heterogeneous multiplicity of the living” (31).
Thus “realms” attempts to convey that there are worlds within worlds that exist sometimes
independently, sometimes codependently, but simultaneously and with different modes of
organization and different political and ethical effects. To elaborate further, by “realms” I am
referring to a time and place or space that is not necessarily past, although it can be that too,
and one that is not homogenous because it exists simultaneously with the present, such that
modern technologized realms can coexist alongside and at the same time and place with
untechnologized realms. In this way, the notion of “realms” attempts to destabilize conventional
notions of time and space and thus any idea that there is either some radical leap or
evolutionary continuation into a posthumanist era that has a clear demarcation from the
humanist or human era (which is conveyed in and through the phrase “pre- and posthuman time
and space”). For example, there are human beings who live, in varying degrees, without the



traditional definition of technology at the same time, and in the same countries, as those humans
that do. Or, there are animal realms that exist but are invisible to some forms of human life. This
simultaneous existence of realms puts time “out of joint,” as Derrida would say, so that the past
haunts the present and future, and vice versa, in continuous and noncontinuous ways: Time is
always already différance, not necessarily or only the gradual unfurling of history as past,
present, and future.So throughout this chapter when I refer to the phrase “pre- and posthuman
realms” (in the plural), keep in mind I do so as a means of revealing that there is not just one
posthumanist or one preposthumanist time and space. To put it another way, the word “realms”
operates not only to highlight the overly simplistic and therefore homogenizing effects of this
binary opposition inherent in the referentiality of the word “posthuman/ism” but, as I mentioned
earlier, also to deconstruct that hierarchy. By that, I do not mean to argue that the opposition
doesn’t exist; it does. Nor do I want to blur the opposition so that it ceases to exist (if that is at all
possible, especially given that it will continue to exist so long as the word posthuman/ism does)
because this would only reduce difference to the same. Furthermore, to attempt to blur this
opposition would be to attempt to obliterate potential political-ethical action and differences and
the positive effects of pluralistic realms. That is, the aim of the word “realms” is to attempt to
reveal the instability of this pre- and post- opposition in order to expose further the simultaneous
existence of a plurality of pre- and posthuman realms and thus reveal the endless
differentiations between humans and animals that both proliferate from and undermine this initial
opposition. The word “realms,” then, functions to demonstrate the prescriptive, humancentric,
and one-sided ethical effect that the term “post-human/ism” has on animal-human relations. My
hope is that it will also enable us potentially to rethink those relations away from their humanistic
tendencies.Having laid the foundation for how and why on occasion I will use the phrase “pre-
and posthuman realms,” I want to proceed by unraveling in more detail the referential operations
and implications of the word “posthuman/ism” for the nonhuman animal. This will enable me to
demonstrate, immediately following, that the consignment of the nonhuman animal (as a general
category) to a preposthuman time and space is one where human ethics either does not or
cannot apply or is applied anthropomorphically, so that the coconstitution of the human and
nonhuman animal (both morally and socially) is denied or is acknowledged only conditionally
and within the bounds of humanist discourse. In this sense there is potential danger not only for
the human and nonhuman animal to end up without relation to each other but for all differences
between animal species to be reduced to the same, so that the domination of the human over
the animal prevails.The traditional eschatoteleological thinking on time is captured in the
reference to at least two meanings or forms of the “post-” in posthumanism. On the one hand,
the “post-” refers to a humanist conception of time (and space) as the gradual unfurling of
human history as past, present, and future, and this conception is supported and conveyed by a
scientific method of building on previous knowledge and experience in a developmental
continuum (Bergson 1928, xiv; Anderson 2010a, 136). This continuum from pre- to posthuman
is supported by a notion of human development as conceived by Darwinian evolution as gradual



variation.5 Although the notion of time as teleological tends to be conflated with Darwinism, this
is not to say that evolution is not a true account or that it always unfolds in a developmental
continuum. In regards to the latter, the biologist Robert Wesson (1991) argues that there are in
fact various versions of evolution from gradual variation to “rapid” or “stasis punctuation” (148),
so that while “evolution…carries on in one direction that has been adaptive of the past” (192), it
does not proceed toward a goal (in some eschatoteleological uniform process), and thus there is
no final or overall meaning (to the human), which a traditional humanistic conception of time
encapsulates. This is why Derrida argues that this eschatoteleological notion of time actually
reinforces a belief in the origin of “man” or the human (with a particular beginning, say as ape, in
the past) and the “end of man” (that is, pointing and moving through time, to an endpoint; an
ideal, utopian, or uberman, in the future). On the other hand, the “post-” refers to a break from a
version of Darwinian evolution defined as gradual variation and instead suggests a radical leap.
It refers to something “beyond” or after the human: a transformation of the organic human into a
postorganic future (via technology) where the human transcends its animal (preposthuman)
origins.If these references to time appear different (one version conveys time as a continuum, as
represented in the transhumanism of Bostrom; the other as a radical break, as represented by
the “transcendent posthuman” version of Moravec and Kurzweil), what they both have in
common, as alluded to earlier, is their encapsulation in a humanistic eschatoteleological notion
of the human. Or, as Derrida (1986) phrases it:The end of man (as a factual anthropological
limit) is announced to thought from the vantage of the end of man (as determined opening or the
infinity of a telos). Man is that which is in relation to his end, in the fundamentally equivocal
sense of the word. Since always. The transcendental end can appear to itself and be unfolded
only on the condition of mortality, of a relation to finitude as the origin of ideality. The name of
man…has meaning only in this eschato-teleological situation.(123)What Derrida is arguing here
is that the thinking of and on the end of man is humanistic. That is, in a humanistic thinking there
is nothing but the end, so even if man doesn’t know or cannot say what that end will be, or even
if there is no end and thus no “determining limit or essence of “human nature,” as Claire
Colebrook (2010) argues, man “gives himself his own end” (119).While the “post-” of
posthumanism explicitly references eschatoteleological time, at the same time, the “human/ism”
in posthuman/ism implicitly (because of its absence) references the animal (there is no human
without a notion of the animal as other). As the reference to the animal is implicit and therefore
not brought into presence, the animal is given no place in either this eschatoteleological
continuum or radical leap and is left aside in preposthumanist time and place. The consequence
of this is that the word posthuman/ism (along with the utopic versions), to appropriate Derrida’s
(2008) words here, “lends support to a version of humanism that saw man put himself at the top
of the animal hierarchy domesticating and dominating and subjecting everything below the
hierarchy to man’s authority” (16). As Derrida goes on to tell us, this thinking of the limit between
humans and animals not only leads to animals’ subjection but to the homogeneity of animals
under the label “Animal” (with a capital A), as if there were only one limit, border, or edge



between Animal and “Man” (with a capital M). So the implicit (but absent) reference to the animal
in the word posthuman/ism serves to perpetuate a simplistic distinction not only between
preposthuman and posthuman/ism but between human and animal. It is a distinction that
hierarchizes that relation (and we are familiar with that story from Aristotle through Descartes to
Heidegger, Levinas, and so on), thus further enabling a justification for the profits of what
Derrida (2008) calls “biological continuuism and geneticism” (30). However, this homogenizing
of “Animal” and “Human” fails to acknowledge thatbeyond the edge of the so-called human,
beyond it but by no means on a single opposing side, rather than “the Animal,” or “Animal Life”
there is already a heterogeneous multiplicity of the living, or more precisely…a multiplicity of
organisation or lack of organisation among realms that are more and more difficult to dissociate
by means of the figures of the organic and inorganic, or life and/or death.6(31)The word
posthuman/ism (especially its utopic versions), therefore, either references an
eschatoteleological time and space—one that moves from origin to end in a progressive motion
—or it references that which is beyond the organic through a radical epochal leap.
Conventionally what is defined or conceived of as the “past,” then, is that which is less
developed than the present, while the future is projected as an Ideal end eventually attained. In
this humanist conception of time-space where man “gives himself his own end” (Colebrook
2010, 119), only the human is privileged as that which belongs to the posthuman/ist time and
space (present-future), thus implicitly subjugating the animal to a preposthuman time-space
(past-present). Consequently, the word “posthumanism,” as well as the utopic versions of the
“posthuman,” inadvertently do not account for what Derrida above rightly argues is the
“multiplicity of organization” among and between both the animal and human realms and thus
between the past-present and the present-future. This is because in the conventional discourse
around animal-human relations, the human and the animal have been simplistically determined,
defined, and opposed to each other: The human has been conceived as the potential
acquisition of ipseity, and the animal as that which lacks ipseity. However, I would argue that if
there are multiple organizations or realms that exist simultaneously—and which therefore would
deconstruct the linear boundaries and progression of time as past, present, future—then there
has to be various human realms (not all of which would be characterized as technologically
advanced) as well as various animal realms (as we will examine shortly, with some of those
animals moving in and out of the posthuman realms).Given all of this, posthuman/ism, both as a
referential word and in its utopic versions, makes the following assumptions. First, that all
humans have access to all types of technologies that can take them beyond their organicism
(through enhancement technologies, for instance). Yet what is overlooked is the fact that just as
only some animals might benefit from the posthuman realms, not all humans (because of class,
race, gender, and economic differences) have the opportunity to experience or benefit (or not)
from the utopic vision of technology characteristic of a posthuman time and space. As Eugene
Thacker (2005) points out, there is a conflation of “the stratifications between the discourse of
science and political discourse. This is indicated by the common absence of the issues of race



and ethnicity, gender and sexuality, public policy, governmentality, warfare, and global
economics in most extropian [utopic] texts” (79). I would also add climate change to this list. This
assumption is based on another, and it is an assumption that technology is outside, exterior to,
the human body because it is a creation of “man,” a mere “tool,” and, further, that this technology
is a result of our eschatoteleological evolutionary progression (as “gradual variation”) discussed
earlier. The result of this assumption is that it presupposes both “an ontological separation
between human and machine” and between human and nonhuman animal. “It needs this
segregation in order to guarantee the agency of human subjects in determining their own future
and in using technologies to attain that future” (77).Second, in the implicit assumption that
technology is a human creation or tool used by and for humans (Hayles 1999, 3), technology is
seen as that which is separate from the organic body. On this position, a prosthetics within the
body, such as a steel plate or even a transplanted organ, can be clearly demarcated from the
organic or the “original” body, respectively. Utopic versions of the posthuman also assume that
only some forms of technology define the posthuman or a posthuman time-space (AI, robotics,
cybernetics, enhancement technology that enables tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine, etc.) and therefore does not acknowledge that the technological (in the form of sticks,
stones, opposable thumbs, language, and so on) have defined the human from its very
beginnings. What the utopic versions of the posthuman ignore, then, is, as David Wills (2008)
argues, “the originary mechanics at work in the evolution of the species” (5), becausethere is
technology as soon as there are limbs, as soon as there is bending of those limbs, as soon as
there is any articulation at all. As soon as there is articulation, the human has rounded the
technological bend, the technological turn has occurred, and there is no more simple human.
Which, for all intents and purposes, means there never was any simple human.(3)If we follow the
logic Wills applies here to the technological turn (what he calls dorsality) and apply it to the term
“posthumanism,” we could argue that the human has always already been posthuman (in all its
definitions), or other than human,7 and that therefore the term posthumanism is redundant
because we have never been posthuman (Hayles 1999, xiv, 279; Halberstam and Livingston
1995, 8). We could go so far as to say that it is technology (much like the animal, as we will see
shortly) in all its forms throughout human “history” that has constructed and enabled “man” to
define itself as human.The two assumptions and the attendant consequences that the
referentiality of the word posthumanism and utopic versions of the posthuman generate here
only serve to perpetuate, if not highlight, this subjection of animal to human in and through the
hierarchic and homogeneous opposition constructed between animal and human, where “the
human” controls (or, more aptly, where the human perceives itself to control) animals and not
vice versa. These assumptions, in other words, mean that animals are representationally and in
practice relegated to preposthuman time-space precisely because if they do not have ipseity,
then any idea that the animal can adapt to, or live in, or partake of human and posthuman time-
space without human intervention is left unacknowledged, and thus the relation between human
and animal could only be perceived (by humans) as relationally and ethically one-



directional.The eschatoteleological assumptions inherent in the word posthumanism and
evidenced in the utopic versions of the posthuman therefore implicitly deny the complexity of the
ethical and social relations between humans and animals. In other words, as alluded to at the
start of this chapter, the consignment of the nonhuman animal (as a general category) to either a
pre- or posthuman time and space is one where human ethics does not or cannot apply or is
applied anthropomorphically, so that the coconstitution of the human and nonhuman animal
(both morally and socially) is denied or is acknowledged only conditionally and within the
bounds of humanistic discourse. In the following section, then, I will be using “dogs” as an
example of how some animals can both undermine this pre- and posthuman time and space by
existing in pre- and posthuman realms, thereby deconstructing our humanistic ethical and social
assumptions of human-animal relations. For instance, are not dogs, and pets generally, an
example of the heterogeneous multiplicity of organization taking place within the animal “realms”
and between the various realms of the human and animal? Are not dogs, for example, those
beings that put into question the constituted opposition between human and animal,
preposthuman and posthuman time-space, which disrupt the humanist conception of this time
and space? One way of answering these questions is to begin the next section with a recent
account in evolutionary science of how our relations with dogs developed before turning to an
exploration of how those relations expose the anthropocentrism of posthumanism. In turning to
evolutionary science the aim is not uncritically to endorse behaviorist and thus biologically
determinist accounts of the human-dog relation. Rather, evolutionary science in some ways (not
all) helps us rethink the conventional and humanistic notions of the ethical formation of the
human-animal relation precisely because the evolutionary account inadvertently undermines the
opposition between animal and human and pre- and posthuman time-space, respectively.The
DNA of contemporary dogs stems back to the wolf, and wolves evolved into the dogs we know
today not because of deliberate (artificial) domestication by humans8 but initially (at the earliest
stages of wolf and human interaction) because wolves “self-domesticated” (Dawkins 2009, 73).
For Richard Dawkins,The idea is that the evolution of the dog was not just a matter of artificial
selection. It was at least as much a case of wolves adapting to the ways of man by natural
selection. Much of the initial domestication of dog was self-domestication, mediated by natural,
not artificial, selection. Long before we got our hands on the chisel of the artificial selection
toolbox, natural selection had already sculpted wolves into self-domesticated “village dogs”
without any human intervention.(71)While evolutionary evidence demonstrates that natural
selection toward self-domestication in dogs is a result of the availability of food and shelter
around human habitations, a question not often seriously posed is “who domesticated whom?”
One of the reasons for not seriously posing this question is the common assumption among
behavioral scientists and biologists, as well as in popular and lay conceptions of evolution, that
humans did and do the domestication, always. If we take notice of this discourse, which is
evident in Dawkins’s statement above, we may also notice that it is the nonhuman animal that
self-domesticates. It was wolves that were sculpted by natural selection, not humans. But



perhaps if we want to challenge the human and animal opposition that is perpetuated in the
posthuman discourses (and by the word “posthumanism” itself), we need to pose questions that
do not privilege the human over the nonhuman animal. For instance, if dogs self-domesticated
by scavenging food around human habitations, then how did dogs domesticate humans to
respond to them further with empathy, sympathy, and morality? And why did humans respond to
dogs in this way, or, to put it another way, why did humans self-domesticate to dogs? I will
explore some of these questions further on, but for the moment I would propose that perhaps
the self-constitution of the “human” as ipseity is arguably a result of the natural selection of dogs
to tameness and hence “dog-ness.” That is, maybe it is only because the dog actively sought
cohabitation (rather than in humanistic terms it being deemed tamable) and relation with
humans, in and through self-domestication, that the human was enabled to “name” or label, and
thus define itself against and in distinction from, the dog—and the animal in general.9In defining
and distinguishing itself from the nonhuman, humans are then able to dissociate from their own
animality. This dissociation is continued in the utopic versions’ dream that humans will eventually
transcend their animal bodies altogether, either by creating an immortal and autonomous body
without death and disease through enhancement technologies or by dematerializing the body
via uploading the mind into informational networks. Of course, this perpetuates the Cartesian
mind-body split, but transcending the body altogether also allays the fear that, like the animal
body, the human one is expendable and unstable and therefore subject to heteronomy and thus
the loss of autonomy (Thacker 2005, 89).Dissociating and detaching ourselves from the animal
has further resulted in laying the foundation for an ethical relation between human and animal (in
this case the dog) that is one-directional (that is, only humans can be ethical, not animals) and
that is evident in the contemporary “rights” discourse surrounding animals. “Rights” discourse is
founded on the assumption that nonhuman animals do not have an active will or intention (unlike
humans, who shape their own thinking selves; see Hegel 1975). This assumption positions
humans as having ipseity, therefore enabling them to be politically active, and considers animals
to lack ipseity and thus politically inactive and unable to make ethical decisions about the
environment in which they live (Anderson 2010b, 108). On this metaphysical position, animals
do not have “rights” because in order to have them they have to have Reason10 and to be able
to act rationally, something they cannot do. The upshot of this is that humans have to confer
rights on animals, and in the conferring humans reaffirm the hierarchical oppositions between
human and animals (Anderson 2010b, 109). The utopic versions perpetuate this hierarchical
opposition between human and animal, where the latter is relegated to preposthuman time-
space because the animal is not believed to behave according to the principle of Reason. But as
we have seen, this belief belies the ethical-social mutuality of self-domestication. For instance, a
dog’s response to being fed by humans, or at least being allowed to scavenge the scraps of
human food, has resulted at some stage in our evolutionary cohistory in humans not being bitten
or attacked but instead protected by dogs and therefore both humans and dogs developing trust
and sympathy (see Darwin 1981, 77). And although in behaviorist terms dogs are simply



protecting their food source, nonetheless this cosympathy and trust continues to this day to form
moral communities between humans and dogs (Datson 2005, 48). However, according to the
evolutionary behaviorist interpretation these traits are adaptive, a learned instinctive behavior, so
that “pets are simply social parasites who have perfected the art of releasing and exploiting our
innate parental instincts” (Serpell 2005, 124).Whether we agree with this behaviorist account
that pets are “social parasites,” this cosympathy and trust has fostered a codomestication that
rewards particular traits in dogs (and I would suggest, arguably and controversially, in humans
too). Traits such as sympathy, trust, loyalty, and affection (even possibly our moral values and
attitudes) may have coevolved between humans and dogs and have since been reinforced
(along with particular physical traits) in dogs by humans through artificial selection. In the
literature on human-animal relations the general argument is that artificial selection is an
anthropomorphic response by humans (a response that again reinforces human superiority over
animals). The common narrative in this literature is that, first, anthropomorphism is a human
tendency that developed around forty thousand years ago in modern humans and that, second,
this has resulted in the “incorporation of some animals into the social milieu, first as pets and
ultimately as domestic dependents” (Serpell 2005, 123–124, italics mine). Generally the positive
and negative positions on anthropomorphism go like this: On the positive side
anthropomorphism is believed to be of benefit to dogs and other pets (Serpell 2005, 128)
because it has enabled animals (some) to be reconceived as other than merely “Animal”; they
are thought of as companions and friends (“man’s best friend”). In behaviorist and evolutionary
terms, the benefit to the dog is that it is provided with a constant source of food and shelter; the
benefit to humans is that dogs in guarding their food source provide protection as well as social
and emotional support. It is because of this mutual support (and Serpell goes so far as to claim
that it is also because of “anthropological thinking”) that there exist today the agencies that
protect animals.On the negative side, the philosophical objection is that anthropomorphism
fetishizes the animal and thus reduces it “to the same” precisely because it fails to account for
the differences between animals and between humans and animals (at least, in recent history,
where pets are concerned). Thus, anthropomorphizing through artificial selection (that is,
selecting for humanlike traits) is a form of dominating the animal in and through domestication
(Derrida 2008, 16). Psychological and evolutionary behaviorists argue that artificially selecting
animals for their “anthropomorphic appeal” means that those pets (dogs in this case) that do not
exhibit anthropological behaviors are either abandoned, punished and abused, or killed simply
because a dog’s behavior has not been compatible with the anthropomorphic expectations of its
human owner (Serpell 2005, 130–131). In other words, the criticism is that the psychological,
social, and emotional behaviors we perceive in animals are simply projections of our own
desires, conventions, expectations, and assumptions, rather than “universally objective
descriptions of animals” (Knoll 1997, 21).11I will return to the problems associated with both the
positive and negative positions on anthropomorphism later, but in the meantime, I would suggest
that the problematic implications around the common anthropomorphic narratives is, on the one



hand, if anthropomorphism is a human tendency going back forty thousand years, then this is to
suggest that anthropomorphism is biologically determined. But if, as the arguments against
suggest, anthropomorphism is a projection of human desires and emotions, then where does
Reason (a distinctly human trait, as the humanist story goes) fit with this tendency? Is Reason,
too, an evolutionary construct and thus biologically determined?12 An oblique answer suggests
itself as we briefly explore, on the other hand, the argument that there are only some animals
incorporated into the social milieu (Serpell 2005, 124, italics mine). I would add to this that only
some of those, in turn, inhabit posthumanist realms, while others inhabit preposthuman realms.
Those animals existing within the human and/or posthuman realms are generally there on
condition that they meet humans’ anthropological expectations (or can adapt to or fit into human
spaces and activities), otherwise they are abandoned or punished and relegated to a
preposthuman time-space, that of the merely “Animal”: as we have seen, a label Derrida argues
works to categorize all animals in opposition to the human.While anthropomorphism is obviously
humanistic, even the positions against anthropomorphism (either behaviorist or philosophical/
metaphysical) are not only humanist but, in turn, anthropomorphic. This is because as humans
attempt to apply objective descriptors to animal behaviors and as humans establish themselves
as those beings possessing Reason, humans end up anthropomorphizing not only animals but
themselves. For example, very rarely in the literature on anthropomorphism are the following
questions raised or explored: Could dogs through natural selection and self-domestication have
influenced the positive identification of human personalities in terms of animal characteristics?
13 Could dogs have made humans partly in their own image, what I coin “animorphism,”
perhaps? Thus not only posthuman/ism but also anthropomorphism is anthropocentric.
Posthuman/ism is because it makes implicit reference to the animal and thereby privileges and
hence only represents the human, which is characterized by ipseity and its eschatoteleological
progress. Anthropomorphism is because the animal is propelled into the human and/or
posthuman realms on condition that it complies with anthropocentric expectations, thus once
again denying the absolute otherness of the animal by domesticating it to serve the purpose of
the human species. Rather than enabling the possibility of an unanthropocentric relation with the
other that is animal (not in the sense of objectifying animals and thus maintaining a distance but
in treating animals as morally equal through respecting differences), animals instead are
subjugated to the human/posthuman or relegated to preposthuman time and space.If both
posthumanism and anthropomorphism are anthropocentric, then how is the nature of thought
able to change, as Cary Wolfe calls us to do in relation to posthumanism? It is easy to “realize
that the nature of thought itself must change if it is to be posthumanist” precisely by taking “yet
another step, another post-” (Wolfe 2010, xvi, italics mine), but it is perhaps not so easy to know
how to take this step, especially if even asking the question of how thought might change is a
metaphysical and humanist gesture and thus an anthropocentricism, revealing that perhaps
there is no way out of humanism. The critical versions of posthumanism (represented by Wolfe,
Hayles, Badmington, Waldby, and so on), as we have seen, do attempt this further step by



pointing out that humans are always open to the unknown, the unpredictable, and the
uncontrollable precisely because humans are heteronymous and constituted by the other, such
as the animal.Yet even if posthumanism critiques and challenges the posthuman, both words
are nevertheless still referential and representational of every humanism and modernism. That
is, the referential discourse on the posthuman and posthumanism continues to represent
humanism in practice and, as we have seen throughout this chapter, one of the negative
consequences is the formation of the human-animal hierarchical relation. And this is still the
case even if we argue that posthumanism refers to what comes after humanism or refers to what
is beyond humanistic thinking because (and there is no way out of it) the “post-” still references
an eschatoteleological process or radical leap and thus creates a normative opposition. Thus
any notion that there is a simple beyond humanism or a simple before posthumanism is to deny
the past and the way in which the past is always tied up with the present and the future/post-,
and vice versa. If there is a “post-”humanism or a “posthuman/ism,” it is neither a one-directional
leap into the future, nor is it a one-directional unfolding of time from past to future (and thus a
perpetuation of an evolutionary continuum that “ends” in an ideal of human perfectibility); rather,
as the word “realms” has attempted to convey, it is a move simultaneously forward and back to
the future and the past. In this way the human species has never/has always been “post/
humanimal.” To acknowledge this—while not fetishizing our animality or denying our humanistic
habits of thought—is to remind ourselves that humans are always already part of the biosphere,
and this therefore perhaps allows us to learn to live with these nonhuman others rather than in
opposition to, in domination of, or without them.Yet, for all this, there is still a difference between
a realization that humans are constituted by the unknown and the unpredictable and by the
cohabitation with other animals and the perpetuation—through the continued use of the word—
of the eschatoteleological meanings and representations inherent in humanism. Given this,
should we continue to use the word posthumanism without neologizing the term to reflect the
irony of humanism or to acknowledge our own particular animality? Or would it be more
appropriate to abandon the word altogether? My notion of “pre- and posthuman realms” is one
means by which to demonstrate the imbrication of the human and animal and the various and
potential effects of these imbrications on both human and animal organizations and relations.
The phrase doesn’t deny the oppositions or abandon the words posthuman/ism; instead the
phrase attempts to decenter the human and posthuman/ism with all the humanisms it entails.
Therefore, without rejecting the word altogether and the way in which critical posthumanism has
redescribed and reinscribed the meanings of the word, perhaps the best thing would be simply
to put posthumanism under erasure (in the Derridean sense), not just metaphorically but literally:
posthumanism. By doing so not only are all the humanistic references retained along with the
various utopic versions, but at the same time both will be exposed as inaccurate and
inadequate. Thus, by erasing the word without totally erasing its various meanings and its past
contexts, a new context (and the new meanings of the word created by various critical versions)
is iterated and manifested while at the same time ensuring that the negative and positive



ethicopolitical implications of the word’s referentiality is not lost, veiled over, or subsumed by the
dominant utopic discourses.NOTES 1. There are various definitions and theories of
posthumanism. But the posthuman and posthumanism are generally distinguished from each
other. For example, transhumanism and posthumanism refer to and define the posthuman in
differing ways. Throughout the chapter I will sometimes write “posthuman/ism” to convey the
different definitions and interpretations of the posthuman and posthumanism. When I write it this
way, however, despite the myriad definitions and interpretations, the referentiality of the word
itself is what will be in question and deconstructed, and this referentiality is common to all the
various definitions and political and ideological positions. 2. Ipseity is a word that encapsulates
a variety of human/ist traits, such as autonomy, self-presence, self-reflection, reason and
rationality, automobility, and so on. 3. ‘Ultra” is defined by the OED as “beyond,” “extremist,” or
“to an extreme degree; very.” I use the word “ultra” here to convey what utopic theorists
perpetuate in and through the appropriation of the “post” (“after”). The humanistic values that are
taken up and perpetuated to an “extreme or heightened degree” in the idea of the posthuman
include those that are currently privileged: ipseity. The posthuman is therefore the medium by
which these ultrahumanistic values and beliefs are privileged to an extreme degree, thus
projecting the human beyond how it is currently defined and experienced. 4. As I discuss later
in the chapter, Derrida (2008, 16) argues that animals are homogenized under the label or
unifying category of the “Animal” with a capital “A.” 5. In evolutionary terms, gradual variation is
defined by Darwin (2009, 123, 456) as “descent with modification,” which proceeds gradually
and continuously. 6. Many posthumanisms attempt to blur the distinction between organic and
inorganic in order to intervene politically and disrupt traditional gender, identity, and racial
categories. However, note that Derrida (1990) does not describe the difficulty of dissociating the
organic and inorganic, life and/or death, under the umbrella term of posthumanism or the
“posthuman.” 7. Although the counterargument here is that if the human has never been
“simply human” but always technological, this is what distinguishes, and always has, human
from animal, human from ape. Humans in this sense have never been “ape.” Again, this
counterargument would play into the humanistic notions of creative evolution. It could also
dangerously lend inadvertent support to Christian creationism. 8. Not only is artificial selection
a technological tool that changes life forms and animal bodies to adapt to human traits
(anthropomorphism), but dogs are also subject to bodily transformation using regenerative
medicine. In the United States it is common to spend $6,500 per kidney for “renal transplant
surgery” for people’s pet dogs (Serpell 2005, 123). This is an example of a dog, for instance,
living in the posthuman realms (and here we would define posthuman realms as ones that
produce and are constituted by modern technological advances). Adapting to posthuman realms
may perhaps be a result of anthropomorphism, as we will discuss further on. 9. In the past few
years there has been biological scientific literature that acknowledges this claim. For example,
see Hare and Woods (2013a, 2013b).10. Reason, in the history of philosophy and
metaphysics, is generally defined as “thought” independent of all empirical, aesthetic (moral)



feeling, and religious influence. It is the “self-possessed [autonomous] legislation of the power of
choice through reason” (Kant 2003, 659). To “think,” then, is defined as the ability to draw on the
logic of cause and effect, deduction and inference, and to move from one universal truth or true
proposition to another. Thinking, then, is limited to deductive and logical reasoning associated
with argumentative-theoretical and objective evidence.11. This is a behaviorist perspective,
one that comes to the fore in the twentieth century and ended the anthropomorphic
methodology in both psychology and evolutionary-biological theory. Darwin and G. J. Romanes,
for instance, anthropomorphized extensively throughout their writings, and for them, it was a
“methodological necessary rule” (Knoll 1997, 17).12. See Anderson (2010b) for a more in-
depth discussion and problematization of Reason as biological.13. The cartoon-character
animals who take on human personality traits along with physical traits of “cuteness” or
juvenilization are evidence of this. Steven Jay Gould (1980) discusses this phenomenon in
relation to Mickey Mouse, where Mickey’s change in personality (where he becomes over time
the model citizen) evolves with a change in physical traits. In the early 1920s Mickey Mouse
looks ratlike, with an elongated snout and small eyes. By the 1950s Mickey developed a round
large head, large eyes, bulging cheeks, and more rounded lower ears. In other words, he took on
the features of babyhood.
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